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University removes illegal rape policy posters 
by Heather O'Neil 
& Drew vanEssektyn 
senior writers 
An emergency action campus-wide 
work order to "remove posters about 
changing rape policy," was issued on 
Friday by the Office of Facilities 
Management. 
Dr. Mark Warner, assistant vice 
president for human resources and 
facilities management, said he requested 
the work order be issued as a first priority 
because the illegal postings were a 
"blatant abuse" of the campus posting 
policy and significantly affected the 
aesthetics of the campus. 
Warner said removing the posters was 
in no way connected to their content. 
Some of the fliers stated "Change JMU's 
Rape Policy," and "Sexual Assault 
Doesn't Wait For An Appointment." 
Emergency action work orders usually 
involve immediate or potentially 
dangerous maintenance concerns such as 
broken water pipes, that may disrupt 
normal university function. 
The rape policy signs were apparently 
not approved by Student Activities and 
some were posted with glue on university 
buildings, signs and trash cans. 
"This results in a tremendous amount of 
work to clean up the mess," Warner said. 
Some of the fliers were posted on 
public bulletin boards but lacked the 
official approval stamp. 
All illegal postings are removed 
periodically, but this work order singled 
out the rape policy posters "inside and 
outside the buildings" because they 
littered the campus and, Warner said, it 
"looks like trash." 
The office of Facilities Management 
will pay for the clean up. 
The work order did not specify the 
removal of illegally posted rape policy 
fliers. Warner said it was not necessary to 
make that specification because his 
workers would know not to remove 
approved posters. 
Associate Vice President for Student 
Affairs Al Menard said he originated the 
work order after he saw the signs posted in 
unauthorized areas and could not remove 
them. 
Menard said, "absolutely, positively 
not" did the content of the posters 
influence his decision to have them 
removed. He also said they would not 
have been taken down if they had been 
marked with Student Activities approval 
and posted properly. 
Candy Ryman, a member of the Student 
Coalition Against Rape, which has been 
working for three semesters to revise 
JMU's sexual assault policy, said although 
SCAR was not responsible for the 
postings, "It is encouraging to see that 
other people on this campus feel the same 
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Faculty composition statistics appear skewed 
by Cyndy Lledtke 
asst. focus editor 
The gender and ethnic make-up of the 
faculty teaching JMU students is not 
proportionate to the make-up of the 
students who attend the university, 
according to figures in the 1993 Statistical 
Summary. 
While the student body at JMU is more 
than 56 percent female and almost 12 
percent minority, the distribution of 
faculty members in these areas does not 
appear comparable. 
Of the 508 instructional faculty at JMU, 
Full-time Faculty 
Minority 
Faculty 
Mary 14 
Washington 
William &    38 
Mary 
160, or 31 percent, are female. Thirty- 
eight, or 7 percent, of the faculty are of a 
minority, according to figures reported in 
the Statistical Summary. 
The Statistical Summary also reported 
that two colleges, the College of 
Integrated Science and Technology and 
the College of Health and Human 
Services, had no minority faculty 
members in the fall of 1993. 
JMU, though, has a greater 
representation of women and minority 
faculty than some other Virginia schools. 
The University of Virginia has 21 
percent female faculty and 8 percent 
minority faculty. 
William & Mary's 
faculty is 27 percent 
female and 8 percent 
minority. The faculty 
at Mary Washington 
College in 
Fredericksburg is 34 
percent female and 8 
percent minority. 
The percentages of 
JMU female and 
minority faculty who 
are tenured is also 
well below the 
university average. 
These statistics are 
one of the reasons the 
university has 
instituted an Affirm- 
ative Action plan and 
this year added a full- 
time Affirmative 
Action officer. 
~QWtS CAMERA 
Female  Total full-time 
Faculty faculty 
1,679 
Recruiting minorities and women 
proves difficult 
James Wadley, JMU's affirmative 
action officer, said, "unequivocally yes," 
when asked if there is a need for more 
women and minority faculty at JMU. 
"Because we have an Affirmative 
Action plan and it lists the underutilization 
of minority faculty, you don't have to 
have a big plan in order to realize that with 
the number count, we can do better, and 
we're taking some extra efforts to do 
better," Wadley said. 
Robert Jerome, associate professor of 
economics and speaker of the Faculty 
Senate, said the university should look at 
what needs to be done to have other 
cultures well-represented among the 
faculty. \ 
"There needs to be a critical network 
and an effort made to have the faculty 
represent various groups," h,e said. 
Linwood Rose, senior vice president for 
administration and finance, said it is more 
of a challenge to recruit minority faculty 
members to JMU than it is students, 
because the Shenandoah Valley is 
predominantly white. 
Rose said that because there is not a 
large number of minorities in 
Harrisonburg or at JMU, they have a small 
support group. He added that the 
university has made efforts to include 
minorities. 
James Leary, president of the JMU 
chapter of the American Association of 
University Professors, said that in the 
world of science, there is a relatively small 
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ROGER WOLLENBERG 
Many of the unapproved fliers were 
glued to campus signs and buildings. 
Graduation rate 
of JMU athletes 
comparable in 
national ranks 
by Alison Boyce 
 asst. sports editor  
JMU graduates its overall student 
body and student athletes at a high 
rate when compared to 108 NCAA 
Division I schools that have Phi Beta 
Kappa charters, according to a 
comparison of schools. 
When JMU is ranked with other 
schools having Phi Beta Kappa 
chapters, the university finishes 19th 
in the graduation rate of the overall 
student body and 33rd in the 
graduation rate of scholarship student 
athletes 
The study, commissioned by JMU 
athletic director Don Lemish, was 
based on entering freshmen for the 
1985-86 school year. 
The data does not include any 
athletes transferring into JMU and 
allows for a graduation period of six 
years. An athlete who transfers from 
JMU to another university is counted 
as a non-graduate, though, even if the 
athlete completes graduation 
requirements at another university. 
"When you look at all 109 
universities, JMU looks very good in 
terms of our athletic graduation rate," 
Lemish said. "However, my goal is 
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The Breeze obtained a copy of the work order to remove the Illegal posters. 
way that we do and that we're getting the 
word out" 
Ryman said although these were not 
SCAR fliers, "We see posters that are not 
stamped that stay up for long amounts of 
time, and we feel like we've been singled 
out" 
Mike Way, the University Judicial 
Coordinator and assistant to Menard, has 
been involved with SCAR's action to 
revise the sexual assault policy. He said 
that although he had nothing to do with 
the work order, if the posters had been 
approved and legally posted, they would 
not have been removed. 
"There is absolutely no connection 
between the subject and the work order," 
Way said, adding that it would be 
"patently illegal" to discriminate against 
the students who posted the fliers based on 
their content 
Way said sometimes when they "think 
they're right, students feel free to violate 
certain policies." 
The Student Handbook states, "It is not 
the intent of this policy to censor or 
otherwise control the content of notices or 
other materials to be posted on bulletin 
boards. However it is recommended that 
such materials be in good taste." 
Laura McClintock, a member of SCAR, 
said the group printed SO posters this 
weekend and have had them properly 
approved. 
Athletes 
continued from page 1 
that we get it equal to the student body." 
Lemish said JMU is moving in this 
direction. Graduation rates of all incoming 
JMU freshmen in 1987-88 show the 
overall graduation rate was 81 percent, an 
increase of one percent from 1985-86. 
Student athletes, however, graduated at 
a rate of 72 percent, a four-percent 
increase from 1985-86. These figures also 
count athletes as non-graduates if they 
transfer to another university. 
However, Lemish said JMU had a 90 
percent graduation rate of athletes who 
entered the university as freshmen in 
1983, remained at JMU and earned their 
degree in five years. 
"I think that's a very important thing," 
he said. "I think that says that if the 
student stays at JMU, it shows JMU's 
commitment for a student to graduate." 
Lemish said he commissioned the 
report, which was researched by Miller 
Fellow junior Shauna Miller, to simply see 
where JMU would stand among schools 
with Phi Beta Kappa charters. 
He said he was bothered by a university 
letter that circulated last September that 
pointed to low graduation rates of athletes 
as a reason for the denial of a JMU Phi 
Beta Kappa charter. 
"I wanted to be able to respond to that 
some way," he said. 
In the comparison of schools with Phi 
Beta Kappa charters, The University of 
Virginia, the College of William &Mary 
and the University of Richmond all 
finished in the top 20 in the overall student 
body graduation rate and in the top 25 for 
student-athlete graduation rate. 
UVa had an overall student body 
graduation rate of 91 percent and 83 
percent for athletes. William & Mary had 
an 86 percent overall rate and 84 percent 
for athletes. Richmond ranked third, 
graduating 82 percent overall and 75 
percent of athletes. 
Virginia Tech, the Virginia school that 
most recently received a Phi Beta Kappa 
charter, had an overall student body 
graduation rate of 71 percent but only 48 
percent for student athletes. 
Ivy League universities Harvard and 
Yale finished first and second respectively 
in the graduation rate of their student 
body. 
Since the Ivy League does not award 
athletic scholarships, their athletic 
graduation rates were counted as equal to 
their overall student body graduation rates. 
Harvard had a 96 percent graduation 
rate, while Yale graduated 95 percent of 
its students. 
Douglas Foard, executive secretary of 
the national chapter of Phi Beta Kappa, 
said the organization reviews about 60 
applications for charters every year, and 
poor student athlete graduation rates affect 
approximately "one-tenth" of them. 
"We take a look at resources given to 
athletes," Foard said. "We are not much 
impressed with [athletic] records. That 
doesn't mean we don't support 
intercollegiate athletics, we just see it as a 
part of the whole college experience." 
Most JMU coaches require their players 
to attend a mandatory study hall during the 
season. JMU also has academic 
coordinators to work with athletes, which 
is common for university athletic 
programs. 
Lemish said he has implemented 
numerous programs to encourage 
academic excellence from student athletes. 
Every semester, Lemish sends 
congratulatory letters to teams with an 
overall grade-point average above or 
around the all-school average, as well as 
individual ones to athletes with GPAs of 
3.0 or higher for the semester. 
He has also initiated a "President's Role 
of Honor," a plaque outside his office that 
lists every athlete who makes the 
President's List. Students are named to the 
President's List if they receive a 3.75 
semester GPA or higher. 
On the opposite wall, the four teams 
with the highest overall GPA of the 
semester will have their pictures in a 
glass-encased display. Two women's 
teams and two men's teams will be 
chosen, two with 20 players or fewer and 
two with more than 20. 
"Those are some things I'm doing to 
continually keep in focus the importance 
of the academic side of athletics and the 
student athlete," Lemish said. 
He said that although the overall and 
student athlete grades are not yet equal, 
the results of the Phi Beta Kappa 
comparison pleased him. 
"I was hopeful the data would show 
JMU in a pretty positive light," he said. "I 
think it does." 
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CORRECTION 
BBaaaaaaaeaaaaaaaaaaavaaaaaaaaal 
In the Feb. 24 Breeze, 
quotes on page 5 were 
incorrectly attributed to 
student Bob Kilby. Kilby did 
not make the comments 
printed in the story "Lecture 
series sparks debate on 
feminism." 
77ie- Breeze regrets the 
error. 
i 
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News 
Struggle continues to legalize marijuana 
by Drew vanEsselst yn 
news editor 
This is the first of a two-part series that 
will look at both sides of the marijuana 
legalization issue. 
A referendum may appear on 
Harrisonburg ballots in the November 
1994 election that could lower what is 
considered illegal amounts of possession 
and cultivation of marijuana. 
In a recently circulated flyer, the 
Harrisonburg/JMU HEMP (Help End 
Marijuan Prohibition) group announced 
their plan to get the decriminalization 
issue on the ballots. 
The referendum would decriminalize 
the amount of possession of up to one 
ounce, and allow for individuals to grow 
up to six plants. 
Marijuana has been part of American 
heritage for as long as tobacco or alcohol, 
but it is the only one of the three drugs 
deemed illegal by the United States 
government 
The National Organization for the 
Reform of Marijuana Laws [NORML] has 
been working since its creation in 1970 to 
change that, and if their current plan of 
action is successful, marijuana will be 
legalized by 1997. 
According to Allen St. Pierre, assistant 
national director for NORML, the stigma 
that  surrounds  the  "prohibition  of 
marijuana" is the result of a generation's 
worth of illegality. 
"It has been illegal for just over SO 
years, and so the generation of my parents 
and your parents have known no other 
way," St Pierre said. "There have been so 
many institutional constraints, and 
hundreds of thousands of dollars spent to 
keep it illegal, eradicate it If you are 42 or 
43 years old, [legalization] defies 
your own personal experience. 
It's a generation totally 
entrenched in the past." 
NORML has outlined a 
"three-pronged attack" 
against the prohibition, 
and St. Pierre said that 
each   one   needs   to 
happen in the following 
order: use of marijuana 
in medical situations, 
cease  the  use  of tax 
money to "pursue and 
arrest" marijuana users and 
to re-introduce the use of the 
hemp plant as a major cash crop 
for industrial  and environmental 
reasons. 
The use of marijuana to ease pain for 
patients in dire health has been fought for 
during the entire existence of NORML, 
and was admitted by Judge Francis Young 
in 1988 to have medical value. 
However, the medical value argument 
was rejected along with Young's decision 
by the Drug Enforcement Administration 
the following year. 
The second facet of NORML's plan is 
to decrease use of taxpayers' money for 
the fight against marijuana. St. Pierre said 
that when marijuana is legalized, the 
economic proceeds will increase, another 
benefit in cutting the losses in the drug 
war. 
The money that is currently 
changing hands in the marijuana 
market could  result  in  a 
benefit to the government, 
several advocates said. 
Mike Jones, president of 
the Virginia Tech chapter 
of NORML, said, "There 
are many industrial uses, 
and there is the potential to 
use the tax money on a $64 
billion industry. That's not 
even counting the amount of 
marijuana that comes into the 
country." 
St. Pierre said, "There are 40 
million users, and they are willing to pay 
to use it, but the government is not getting 
any share or tax money from that." 
The Netherlands currently has a quasi- 
regulated marijuana economy, in which 
individuals over the age of 16 may buy 
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UVa gets new board members 
Allen appoints all-white board, 
ignites faculty, student concern 
Legal Fights to 
get Marijuana 
in Modern 
Medicine 
Background: Petition 
submitted by NORML in 
1972 to get marijuana 
available for medical use. 
1986 - DEA acknowledges 
that THC has medical merit, 
but not the marijuana plant 
itself. 
1988 - Administrative Law 
Judge Francis Young, 
assigned to the case by the 
DEA, rules that marijuana 
has accepted medical value. 
1989 - DEA rejects Judge 
Young's ruling, issues final 
order rejecting NORML's 
petition. NORML appeals 
decision. 
Source: The Leaflet National Orginizauon 
for the Reform of Marajuana Laws 
LA. rimes/Washington Post 
news service 
RICHMOND — Gov. George 
Allen replaced the only black 
member of the University of 
Virginia governing board with a 
white man yesterday, angering 
some professors, students and 
state lawmakers and leaving the 
board without a minority member 
for the first time in 16 years. 
This kind of turns back the 
clock," said Rick Turner, the 
school's dean of African- 
American affairs. "You don't 
make that kind of mistake in 
1994. It's not even a mistake. It's 
an act of insensitivity." 
Stale Sen. Henry L. Marsh III 
(D-Richmond) who could not 
attend the UVa law school in the 
1950s because it did not accept 
blacks, said the lack of 
representation was especially 
troubling given the school's 
segregated history and Allen's 
pledge of diversity. 
"I'm extremely disappointed 
with the governor's action," 
Marsh said. "I hope it's not a 
reflection of a trend that we 
would have to confront for the 
next few years. Virginia belongs 
to all of its citizens, and the 
governor has given lip service to 
that principle, but he's going to 
be judged by his actions." 
Allen, who succeeded the 
nation's first elected black 
governor last month, named four 
white men to the UVa Board of 
Visitors yesterday. Freddie 
Nicholas Sr., a Mack appointed 
by then Gov. L. Douglas Wilder, 
was replaced by Charlouesville 
businessman C. Wilson McNeely 
in. 
Press secretary Ken Stroupe 
dismissed criticism by noting that 
Allen will make more 
appointments to the board during 
his four-year term. "These are 
just the first four appointments, 
and you shouldn't draw any 
conclusions as to what the 
governor will do to this board in 
the future," he said. 
Stroupe said it was unfair to 
judge Allen on appointments to 
one board, noting that he has 
named a black and the first 
Latino to his cabinet and picked 
minorities for panels that oversee 
everything from transportation to 
technology. 
"You have to look beyond the 
one board and look at trie efforts 
Va. Gov. George Allen 
of the administration thus far, 
and I think they're 
unprecedented," he said. "We're 
certainly making an effort to 
represent every facet of 
Virginia's population." 
But appointments to the UVa 
board have always been a prized 
political plum. Wilder, for 
instance, stirred up a ruckus 
when he gave a.seat to Patricia 
Klnge. 
Moreover, UVa has struggled 
in its relationships with black 
students. Black people now 
make up 9.3 percent of the 
school's 18,073 students. Turner 
said the state's flagship 
university retains 97 percent of 
its black students into their 
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Defense against rape 
to headline seminar 
by Jennifer Overman 
asst. news editor 
WSIG, a country music 
radio Station in Mt. Jackson, is 
sponsoring a "Seminar on 
Rape" on Thursday at the 
Ramada Inn in Woodstock. 
The Seminar, which will be 
led by Sheriff Buddy 
Rittenhouse of Charlottesville, 
costs $10 and runs from 6:30 
to 9:30 p.m. 
Frank Young, program 
manager for WSIG, said that 
die program's goal is to give 
women self esteem and 
confidence and teach them to 
be assertive and safety 
conscious so that they will be 
able to protect themselves. 
"When someone comes to 
the seminar, they will come 
out more self-confident," he 
said. 'This is a very serious 
problem that needs to be 
addressed, and it needs to be 
addressed now." 
All women come out 
feeling more in control, 
Young said, because 
Rittenhouse is a 270-pound, 6- 
foot-6 man. If a woman can 
stand up to Rittenhouse, he 
said, she can stand up to 
anyone. 
Rittenhouse was not 
available for comment 
because he was out of town on 
police business. 
According to Young, 
Rittenhouse, was assigned to 
work on rape cases in 1969. 
Since then, he has learned how 
the mind of a rapist works and 
has worked with women who 
were raped or stalked. 
The Seminar is a 
combination of lecture and 
demonstrations, and women 
will learn prevention and 
defense techniques as well as 
how to ward off an attacker by 
learning where to hit, he said. 
Participants should wear 
loose, comfortable clothing, 
including sneakers, he said. 
Young said one thing 
women will learn at the 
Seminar is that, when 
attacked, women should 
immediately fight back, and 
not quit until she is genuinely 
afraid for her life. After that 
point, however, she should be 
thinking of other strategies 
and still not give in, he said. 
RAPE page 9 
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World News 
Jury finds Branch Davidians not guilty 
of murdering four federal ATF agents 
NEWSFILE 
Virginia to offer lethal injection 
as option to the electric chair 
RICHMOND — The Virginia electric 
chair, where 22 men have died in the last 
18 years, scon could be turned off forever 
because of a General Assembly decision 
Friday to offer condemned killers the 
option of death by lethal injection. 
Virginia, which executes more 
prisoners than all but two other states, 
Texas and Florida, will join 25 states that 
already use intravenous chemicals on the 
theory that they provide a more humane 
way to die. 
In states where it is an option, inmates 
almost always choose lethal injection, 
according to officials. But because the 
new law would not go into effect until 
July 1, the Virginia legislature's action 
apparently comes too late for Johnny 
Watkins Jr., 32, a double murderer 
scheduled to be electrocuted Thursday. 
In a telephone interview from death, 
row, Watkins did not seem very concerned 
about how he will die. "It's basically the 
same thing whichever way you do it," he 
said. "Killing is going to be killing." 
If his execution was postponed and he 
was offered the choice, Watkins said, he 
probably would choose lethal injection. "I 
would most likely think if you have to die, 
you'd like to go out the easiest way 
possible," he said. "Lethal injection 
sounds like it would be more peaceful 
than the electric chair." 
United States orders expulsion 
of Russian agent from Embassy 
WASHINGTON — The United States, 
tempering toughness with diplomacy, 
Friday ordered the expulsion of the 
Russian intelligence agent here described 
as the "individual in a position to be 
responsible" for the espionage activities of 
CIA official Aldrich Ames and his wife. 
State Department Spokesman Mike 
McCurry identified him as Aleksander 
Iosifovich Lysenko, who is listed as a 
counselor at the Russian Embassy, a few 
blocks from the White House. In reality, 
said McCurry, he is the station chief for 
Russian intelligence in Washington. 
The action was taken after Moscow 
ignored repeated U.S. appeals — 
including one from President Clinton 
Friday — to withdraw whoever was 
responsible for the Ames' espionage 
operations, McCurry said. 
Ames and his wife, Rosario, are 
accused of conspiring to spy for the Soviet 
Union, and later Russia, mainly on the 
CIA's counterintelligence operations. At 
least one Russian recruited by the CIA 
was executed by the Kremlin because of 
Ames' information, according to court 
documents. 
— LA. Times/Washington Post 
newsservice 
SAN ANTONIO, Texas — In what 
defense lawyers called a victory for 
religious freedom, a jury Saturday rejected 
conspiracy murder charges against 11 
Branch Davidians in the deaths last year of 
four federal agents. Seven defendants 
were convicted of lesser crimes, and four 
will go free. 
The verdict, which came in the fourth 
day of deliberations, fell two days short of 
the one-year anniversary of the Feb. 28 
gun battle between agents of the Bureau of 
Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms and 
followers of self-styled doomsday prophet 
David Koresh. Throughout the seven- 
week trial, defense attorneys challenged 
the government's use of force in the case, 
claiming the Branch Davidians had been 
attacked in their home near Waco by an 
overzealous law enforcement agency. 
"This jury has slowed down the 
runaway horse," said defense attorney Tim 
Evans of Fort Worth. "If you don't say 
'whoa' every now and then, we would end 
up with a paramilitary police state." 
But Attorney General Janet Reno saw 
the verdict in another way. "It is clear by 
this verdict that the jury found that the 
deaths were not justified," she said during 
a brief news conference in Washington. 
She decided to have the FBI try to end the 
siege by firing tear gas into the Mount 
Carmel compound last April 19. "I have 
always said that I didn't look at this in 
terms of vindication," she said Saturday. 
The defendants — 10 men and a 
woman — faced the possibility of life in 
prison without parole if the jury of eight 
women and four men had convicted them 
on all counts. Five Branch Davidians were 
found guilty of aiding and abetting 
voluntary manslaughter of federal officers, 
which carries a maximum 10-year 
sentence. Two others were convicted of 
firearms violations. 
In an emotional statement, freed 
defendant Clive Doyle said his release was 
"a somewhat hollow victory." With tears 
streaming down his face, sometimes 
unable to speak, Doyle, 52, said he could 
not help thinking about the losses of his 
friends and relatives in the initial firelight 
and in the April 19 fire that destroyed the 
sect's compound and ended its 51-day 
standoff with federal authorities. 
Discovered in the ruins were the bodies of 
Koresh and about 80 of his followers, 
including Doyle's daughter, Shari. 
'The Branch Davidians are not ami 
government or anti-law enforcement," said 
Doyle, a native Australian who is a 
naturalized U.S. citizen. "I'm sorry four 
agents are dead. Those in charge of that 
agency are responsible for that. But we 
lost... our family and friends." 
Woodrow "Bob" Kendrick, 63, the 
other defendant freed Saturday, said 
through his tears that he is "still proud to 
be a Branch Davidian." He described 
Koresh as having "had more compassion 
for all humankind than anyone I have ever 
met.... He loved the children like Christ 
did 2,000 years ago." 
— LA. Times/Washington Post 
newsservice 
MATT SCHWABEL 
Leaders of uprising against Yeltsin granted amnesty 
MOSCOW — The key leaders of last 
October's armed uprising against 
President Boris Yeltsin walked 
triumphantly out of jail Saturday after 
Yeltsin failed in a last-minute attempt to 
block an amnesty voted by the lower 
house of parliament earlier this week. 
The freeing of the men — including 
former vice president Alexander Rutskoi, 
former parliamentary speaker Ruslan 
Khasbulatov and a hard-line general who 
led the attack on Russia's television center 
in which 60 people died — is likely to 
make Yeltsin's political life even more 
difficult. The Russian leader already is 
struggling with a severe economic crisis 
that has fueled a rise in nationalist 
sentiment. 
Yeltsin had appealed to Prosecutor 
General Alexei Kazannik Saturday to 
delay the release by not signing the 
official paperwork. But Kazannik replied 
that while he supports Yeltsin, who 
appointed him just after the October 
uprising, the new Russian constitution 
bars any tampering with the amnesty. 
Kazannik then resigned, saying he could 
not bear to authorize the release of 
"instigators" of "murders and pogroms." 
His deputy signed the amnesty papers. 
It was a day of bitter irony for Yeltsin, 
who almost five months ago seemed to 
have won a final, if bloody, struggle, with 
these hard-line opponents, who had sought 
to derail his reforms and force him out of 
the presidency. Saturday they walked free. 
because of the new parliament and the new 
constitution, both installed as a result of 
the Dec. 12 election and referendum that 
the Russian leader had hoped would usher 
in a more cooperative era here. 
Yeltsin's spokesman, Vyacheslav 
Kostikov, meanwhile, rebuked the new 
parliament, saying it had "abused the trust 
of the people and taken the side of state 
villains." He said Yeltsin "reserved the 
right" to respond in the future to this 
"encouragement of political extremism." 
Ivan Rybkin, speaker of the State 
Duma, or lower house, indicated that the 
new parliament does not intend to let the 
country slide back into confrontation. 
— L.A. Times/Washington Post 
newsservice 
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Balfolir. RING PREMIERE coming soon! 
'* 
Simmons 
Cut and Tan 
Perms $25 Haircuts $5    , 
Tanning Special 
9 Visits $24.95 
(First time customer gets 1 FREE session) 
Walk-ins Welcome 
381 N. Mason St. 
Harrisonburg VA 
432-6076 Mastercard and Visa 
610 N. Main St. 
Suite E Bridge water VA 
828-2338 
Q        Restaurant ana Pub     J 
**i ** 1
 Where It Ml Happens 
Free Happy Food Monday thru Friday 
~4&s. W   \s<tCbvc*enWnas 
5 pm till close 
Plus: National Trivia Network - 
Team UP and Play! 
XO€ Shrimp 
5 pm till close 
The Best Lady's Night 
7pm to 9pm 
Karaoke starting 9 pm 
**
U
*« 
Countrv Music 
and 
banana 
9 pm 
0Mi:if*M"i\-:t:- xiiiii >HSSS3S: SS 
rFor More Info Call 433-5151 
2061 Evelyn Byrd Ave. 
f Behind Valley Mall) 
.    Open 1 lam -2 am 
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Campus News 
New toll-free phone number now in service 
for campground reservation service 
Campers wanting to reserve a U.S. Department of 
Agriculture Forest Service campground site may now call 
ahead to new toll-free numbers. Both family and group 
reservations will be accepted for many of the 
campgrounds in the 156 national forests and grasslands 
within the continental United States, Alaska and Puerto 
Rico. 
The George Washington National Forest accepts 
reservations for Bolar Mountain, Elizabeth Furnace, 
Morris Hill and Trout Pond campgrounds. The new phone 
number is (800)-280-2267. 
The reservation center has information on which states 
are available for advance reservations through this 
system. The National Forest Reservation Center's 
operating hours January through September are 9 a.m. - 9 
p.m. weekdays and 11 a.m. - 7 p.m. weekends. October 
through December, the operating hours are 11 a.m. - 7 
p.m. weekdays. 
Fees for reserving campsites are $7.50 per family for a 
site and $15 for a group site. There is a $7.50 cancellation 
fee. These fees are in addition to the campground charge. 
fiii 
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1 NEWSFILE 
Virginia Spring Show '94 to be presented 
in Richmond, featuring variety of crafts, art 
The seventh annual Virginia Spring Show '94 will be 
held on March 11-13 at the Showplace Exhibition Center 
at 3000 Mechanicsville Turnpike in Richmond. This craft 
show will feature more than 250 artisans and crafters 
from across the nation. There will be craft 
demonstrations, specialty food shops with Easter 
confections, The Holiday Cooking Theatre, Olde Town 
Shoppes and entertainment 
Some of the crafts will include stained glass panels and 
lamps, carvings, ironwork, moldwork, miniatures, toys, 
flags, trade signs, stoneware, stencil work, leather, 
porcelain, decoys, tinware, dried flowers, wreaths, 
baskets, molded candles, dolls and folk art. 
A portion of the proceeds will benefit Sgt. Santa, Inc. 
and their work for the underprivileged in Richmond. For 
details, call Patricia Bryan-Wagstaff at (804) 372-3996. 
Folk Arts Revival Society to sponsor first 
annual Irish Ceili' in Harrisonburg 
Saint Patrick Festivities are set for Harrisonburg's first 
annual, 'Irish Ceili,' which will include music, dance, 
storytelling, food and more. 
The Ceili, which is the Gaelic word for a music party, 
is being sponsored by the Shenandoah Valley Folk Arts 
Revival Society, FARS, and will be held Sunday, March 
13 at The Meeting Place," a privately-owned hall that is 
frequently rented out to FARS, on Route 42 South in 
Harrisonburg. It starts at 7:30 p.m. 
The Folk Arts Revival Society is entering its second 
year and has organized more than a dozen concerts in 
Rockingham and Augusta counties. 
The "Irish Ceili" will host a number of performers in 
an informal and relaxed atmosphere. Musk groups will be 
playing traditional Irish and Celtic music. There will also 
be a life-size replica of the Blarney Stone to climb and a 
Leprechaun with a pot of gold coin chocolate candies. 
FARS member Lis Chabot will be demonstrating and 
calling Irish dances. Storyteller and FARS member Chris 
Adotta will tell tales of Irish folklore. 
Admission is $6 for the general public and $5 for 
FARS members. Admission for children under 12 is free. 
POLICE     LOG 
(T »Tii~ 
by Jonathan Rhudy 
police reporter 
Campus police report the following: 
Fight 
• Police responded to a reported tight between two unidentilied 
individuals in the Godwin gym at 4:53 p.m. Feb. 23. 
Both individuals involved with the tight left the scene before 
police arrived. 
Police are stil investigating the incident. 
Trash Can Fire 
• An unidentified individual reportedly caused a trash can fire near 
the northeast comer of Bridgeforth Stadium at 6:06 a.m. Feb. 25. 
Destruction of Personal Property 
• Five vehicles near Godwin Hall reportedly had their tires 
slashed at 4:05 am. Feb. 23. 
The vehicles were parked on the north side of Godwin Hall 
along the service drive. An investigation revealed that each tire had 
a slit about one-and-one-fourth inches long. 
Petty Larceny 
• A book bag and its contents were reported stolen from'the 
Sigma Nu fraternity house at 2:30 am. Feb. 23. 
The bookbag reportedly contained two books, two spiral 
notebooks, a work book and a calculator. 
• A wooden A-frame stand, used to display movie posters, was 
reported stolen from the commons area near Warren Hall at 12:18 
p.m. Feb. 23. 
• An automotive bike rack was reported stolen from a vehicle in X- 
lot at 8 p.m. Feb. 23. 
• A pair of Timberfand brand boots was reported stolen from a 
locker in a Godwin Hall locker room at 11:16 am. Feb. 23. 
The size 10-and-one-half, brown boots are valued at $140. 
Underage Consumption 
• A student was charged judicially with underage consumption ol 
alcohol on Greek Row at 1:26 am. Feb. 25. 
Number of drunk in public charges since Jan. 11:24 
• Math Department Colloquim, "What is a Good 
Wrong Answer," Burruss Hall, rm. 141, 4 p.m. 
Refreshments served at 3:45 p.m. 
• Political Science Film Fest, "Ghandi," Moody Hall, 
Blackwell Auditorium, 4-7 p.m. Admission is free. 
Everyone is welcome. 
• Amnesty International meeting, Warren Hall, 
Piedmont Room, 5 p.m. 
• Pre-Physical Therapy Society meeting, Taylor Hall, 
rm. 305,6:30 p.m. 
• AED, pre-medical honor society, speaker. Patch 
Adams, founder of free health clinic, Taylor Hall, rm. 
404,7 p.m. 
• Anorexia Nervosa and Associated Disorders support 
group meeting, Emanuel Episcopal Church, 7 p.m. 
• College Republicans meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 304, 
8 p.m. 
• Equal meeting, Warren Hall, Piedmont Room, 
4:30 p.m. 
• Student Government Association meeting, Warren 
Hall, Highlands Room, 5 p.m. 
• Madison Outing Club meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 
402,6:30 p.m. • 
• Alpha Epsilon Delta, premedical fraternity, 
meeting, Burruss Hall, rm. 44, 7 p.m. 
• The Psych Club meeting, Maury Hall, rm. 201, 
7 p.m. 
• First Right meeting. Warren Hall, Tidewater 
Room, 8 p.m. 
Wednesday Thursday 
• Harmony meeting, Moody Hall, rm. 205,7-9 p.m. 
• University Graphics meeting, Duke Hall, second 
floor lobby, 7 p.m. Open to all majors. 
• Sociology Club meeting, Keezell Hall, rm. 101, 
7 p.m. 
• Intervarsity Christian Fellowship large group 
meeting. Warren Hall, Highlands Room, 7 p.m. 
Everyone is welcome. 
• Madison Scholar Lecture, "A Theology for 
Robots," Miller Hall, rm. 101, 7:30 p.m. Admission is 
free. Everyone is welcome. 
• EARTH meeting, Taylor Hall, rm. 304,5 - 6:30 
p.m. 
• Campus Crusade for Christ large group meeting, 
"Prime Time," Miller Hall, rm. 101,8 p.m. 
• Baptist Student Union Fellowship, Baptist Student 
Union Center, 5:30 p.m. 
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FASHION MERCHANDISING PARIS STUDY TOUR 
May 9 • 21,1994 
Itinerary/'Activities: Students will tour Gobelins Tapestry Factories, Costume 
Collections at Musee Des Arts De La Mode, Notre Dame Cathedral, Louvre, 
Sacre Coeur, Paris' Garment District, fashion shows at Printemps and Les 
Galeries Lafayette, the Eiffel Tower, Haute Couture District, and Centre 
Pompidou. A day trip will be conducted to the Palace of Versailles, residence 
of King Louis XIII-XVI. 
Cost, What it Covers, Amount of Deposit and Date of Deposit: Trip cost is 
$1,995 and does not include tuition. Cost does include round-trip airfare, daily 
food allowances, a Paris metro/bus pass, a museum pass, fees for Versailles 
and boat trips. Deposit due March 30, 1994. 
Contacts:    Dr. Ruth K. Shelton 
 (703) 568-6424 
Ms. Mandy Hughes 
(703) 564-16732 
COUNTRY * WESTERN 
DANCE LESSONS & BANCE 
Non- Alcoholic & No Age Limit 
Every Thursday Night 
7:00pm to 10:00pm 
STUDENTS ONLY 
$3 per person 
Line Dances, 2-Step, 
Waltz & more. 
THS ROUND-UF 
Rt. 42 South 
Harrisonburg VA 
Dances Every Fri. & Sat. Night 
8pm-9pm Lesson 
9pm-12midnight dance 
$5 per person 
Instructor Charlie Sutton 
564-2816 
Love one another; as I have 
loved you. 
' -John 13:34 
THIS IS APAIDADVERTISEMfiNT 
JMU Class 
of'94 
RING 
DAY 
Order your college 
ring NOW. 
JOSTENS 
AMERICA'-S   COLLEGE   RING™ 
DATE: MARCH 1-2 
TIME: 9-4 P.M. 
PLACE: INFO. AREA 
LOWER LEVEL WCC_ 
C0LDWELL BANKER H0RSLEY AND CONSTABLE 
Your one stop student housing headquarters for... 
LOCATION (close to JMU) SELECTION (variety of floor plans) 
AMENITIES 
(comfort & convenience) 
SERVICE 
(24 hours) 
EXPECT THE BEST 
fm COLDUJGU. 
BANKCHU 
H0RSLEY AND 
CONSTABLE 
i\ 434-1173 
FOR MORE INFORMATION 
STOP BY THE CENTER FOR OFF-CAMPUS 
LIVING IN TAYLOR TODAY FROM 
1-3 PM 
Exclusive Managing Agents □ Realtor 
Marijuana 
continued from page 3 
marijuana at so-called "coffee 
shops," but no more than a 
quarter of an ounce. 
Forty-two percent of the 
marijuana purchases are taxed, 
and that money is ear-marked for 
use in drug rehabilitation 
programs. 
And third, NORML said that 
the use of hemp as a cash crop 
would have a positive impact on 
the economy. 
Hemp was a common staple in 
the 1800s, and St. Pierre said that 
farmers were even required to 
have certain percentages of land 
set aside for hemp growth. He 
also said that Thomas Jefferson 
and George Washington grew 
hemp on their farms. 
Hemp differs from marijuana 
in the fact that marijuana is 
smoked and releases the chemical 
THC, while hemp is purely used 
for agricultural means. 
Several incidents of police 
action against efforts similar to or 
sponsored by NORML have 
resulted in what St Pierre called 
"harassment." 
In Idaho, St. Pierre said a man 
wrote a letter to the editor of a 
local paper that contradicted the 
paper's anti-marijuana stance. 
Following the letter, police 
conducted a seven-month 
investigation of the man, and 
found .02 grams (approximately 
one marijuana cigarette) in his 
trash can behind his house. 
Police then got a search 
warrant and found S and 1/2 
grams (the equivalent of seven 
cigarettes) in his house. 
"If an individual cannot 
exercise his First Amendment 
rights and disagree with the 
policy of the government, then 
you can take the Constitution and 
wipe your butt with it," St Pierre 
said. 
College involvement in the 
efforts of NORML has centered 
around the formation of chapters 
and student opinion on the issue. 
Jones, who is a senior 
economics major at Virginia 
Tech, said that his group's main 
objective is to disseminate 
information to the campus 
population. He has been spoken 
in front of several sociology and 
criminal justice classes on the 
topic of marijuana. 
The group, which is an 
officially recognized student 
organization, has also sold hemp 
paper to students to write on and 
sponsored debates on the topic of 
legalization. 
Michael Martin, a JMU 
freshman, said that the stigma 
that surrounds marijuana use is 
changing, but there still exists a 
double-standard between 
marijuana and alcohol 
punishment. 
He also said that his reasons 
for supporting legalization were 
for practical motives. 
"One acre of hemp can 
produce just as much paper as 
four acres of trees," Martin said. 
"It is not as harmful as alcohol, 
and in the past, it was used as a 
cash crop." 
But those involved with the 
efforts to legalize marijuana said 
they feel that the prohibition that 
has lasted is "hypocritical" and 
"morally reprehensible." 
St. Pierre said that one-third of 
the Congress has admitted to 
smoking marijuana and that the 
president has admitted to 
smoking it but not inhaling. 
However, those facts do not 
mean much because the 
politicians view that as a 
hindrance to re-election and a 
public embarrassment, St. Pierre 
said. Subsequently, he said the 
awareness and involvement by 
legislators in marijuana will not 
have much of an impact on 
existing laws. 
According to Jones, advocates 
of legalization see the issue not 
as one of legal versus non-legal, 
but as one of common sense. 
"If you give all the facts, good 
and bad, about marijuana, to 
people, I don't see how any 
rational human being wouldn't 
support the legalization of 
marijuana," Jones said. "If you 
can kill a cow and eat it, why 
can't people pick a plant and 
smoke it" 
Allen  
continued trom page 3 
second year and graduates 75 
percent 
"People are not going to 
believe me when I tell them 
about our retention and 
graduation rates when they find 
out our decision-makers are 
predominantly white males," he 
said. 
Rafiq Jeffries, 20. a member of 
the UVA Black Student Alliance, 
said his group "thinks this is a 
slap in the face to all black 
students at the university and 
parents who send them here 
because we are not represented in 
the power structure of the 
university." 
The first black member of the 
UVa board was appointed by 
Republican Gov. John Dalton in 
1978. Every governor since has 
ensured that a black person held 
at least one of the 16 seats. 
In addition to McNeely, an 
alumni leader and president of 
Eagle Corp., a construction 
company that donated money to 
Allen's inaugural fund, the 
governor also appointed Charles 
Caravati, a prominent Richmond 
doctor and former medical 
society president, and Franklin 
Birckhead, an accountant and son 
of one of Allen's mentors, the 
late Landon Birckhead. 
Hovey Dabney, the university 
rector, was reappointed to the 
UVa board. 
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Rape 
continued from page 3 
"Most rapists are cowards," he 
said. "A woman needs to feel 
that self-confidence and control 
and the Seminar will give her 
that" 
Young said he knows several 
women who have taken the 
seminar and come out of it 
feeling more self-confident and 
they are no longer worried about 
protecting themselves. 
WSIG heard about the 
program when a friend of the 
station took the Seminar and 
recommended that the station 
sponsor the one, he said. After 
interviewing and background 
checks, the station had 
Rittenhouse on the air as a guest, 
then decided to sponsor it. 
Rittenhouse conducts these 
seminars around Virginia when a 
business or school offers to 
sponsor the Seminar. The $10 fee 
goes to his room and board for 
the three days he will be in 
Woodstock, Young said. 
To register, send a check for 
$1010 WSIG, P.O. Box 425, ML 
Jackson, Va 22842. The Seminar 
is open to all women 12 years old 
and up. 
Citizens Against Sexual 
Assault will hold a Sexual 
Assault Response Seminar on 
March 8, 8 am. - 5 p.m. A story 
on the organization and the 
Seminar will run in Thursday's 
issue. 
Carrot Top 
w-f Side JlamLeAt 
Campus Co/ned/an of the tear 
March 27,1994 
8 P.M. 
Godwin Gym 
Tickets are $5 w/ JMU ID $7 
general public and day of show. 
Tickets are available at the 
Warren Hall Box Office (x7960) 
Flex It! 
Xr 
Maya Angelou 
Enjoy art evening with the acclaimed poet, 
educator, lecturer, and author. 
B 
H 
.'? 
# 
ltech.3M99i- 
7:00 RM. 
Convocation Center 
Maiissfonte 
No Ticket Required 
This event is w-spomana by* 
Trie University Program Board, Center for 
Multfcailtural Student Services,Black Stwleat 
Alliance and VlsHirtg Scholars. 
UPBI 
Amongst Friends 3/1 
Cartoons/Shorts JA-3/3 ONLY$I 
All movies arc at 7 & 93© p.m. 
wnlcat otherwise indicated. 
UPB WISHES 
EVERYONE A 
SAFE AND 
ENJOYABLE 
SPRING BREAK. 
The N: 
Join The Crew 
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Vee'sfiace 
« Weekly Buffet Hours 
JKr Mon-Fri 11:30-3:00 $4.50 
Wed Night 5:30 - 9:00 $6.95 
Fri & Sat 5:30 - 10:00 $9.95 
Sunday 11:30-8:00 $6.95 
1588 S. Main St. 434-3003 
_   University 
=^A Directories 
nuNatkm'sbn^PubHshertfCwnpusTdephoHDimtories 
SUMMER JOBS/INTERNSHIPS - Average earnings $3,500. 
University Directories, the nation's largest publisher of campus 
telephone directories, hires over 250 college Students for" their summer 
sales program. Top earnings $5,000-$6,500, Gain valuable experience 
in advertising, sales and public relations selling yellow page advertising 
for your campus telephone directory. Position* also available in other 
university markets. Expense paid training program in Chapel Hill. N.C. 
Looking for enthusiastic, goal oriented students for challenging, 
well-paying summer job. Internships may be available. 
INTERVIEWS ON WEDNESDAY, MARCH 2nd AT THE 
CAREER SERVICES CENTER, 206 SONNER HALL. 
i 
BREW YOUR OWN 
'Hormbrtwing: 
• SUPPLIES 
• EQUIPMENT 
CALL: 
432-6799 
• EXTRACTS 
•HOPS 
• YEAST 
• GRAINS 
DELIVERY 
AVAILABLE 
GET 
UALIFIED Z 
Unlicensed riders account for 
80% of the fatalities in some states. 
So get your motorcycle operator 
license today. And prove C~g~"7 
that you can ride safely. \&/ 
IMTMCYCU StflTY FNMMTMMIW 
$ 
Mental illness 
has warning signs, too. 
For a free booklet 
about mental illness, call : 
1-800-969-NMHA. 
Learn to see the warning signs. 
National Mental Health Association E 
""""""". T.—- 
INQUIRE 
TODAY 
FOR FREE 
FLORIDA VACATION 
An easy 10 
minute walk 
to campus. 
(No hills to climb 
or interstate to 
cross). 
CALLTODAY! 
Professionally managed by: 
Horsley and Constable 
Property Management Division 
434-1173 or 432-9502 
BANKER Q 
HORSLEY AND 
CONSTABLE 
♦OPEN HOUSE DAILY MONDAY 
THRU FRIDAY* 
432-9502 
Amenities Galore 
■ Pedal on the level - no hills to climb 
or interstate to cross. 
1
 Only four blocks to campus. 
1
 Energy efficient heat pumps. 
• Stain resistant wall-to-wall carpeting. 
1
 Mini-blinds on all windows. 
• Basketball courts. 
' Paved parking spaces. 
• Pre-wired for telephone. 
1
 Telephone & cable outlets in each room. ■ Deadbolt locks and door viewers on 
all apartments. 
1
 Well lit parking lot and walkways. 
• Convenient bus service to campus & 
Valley Mall. 
1
 Full time management and maintenance. 
• No sliding patio doors. 
_£ 
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Focus 
JMU grad on the 
fast track as D.C. 
traffic reporter 
After a trip through D.C. traffic, travelers may 
be relieved to know that a psychology major was 
guiding them through the chaos. 
JMU graduate Lee Koblentz, a Washington, 
D.C. traffic reporter, said that psychology was 
always a fascinating subject for him. 
"I never thought that I would successfully be 
able to combine the two, but I feel that I use my 
skills as a reporter," he said. "You would not 
believe how many people call a radio station just 
looking for someone to talk to. They are lonely, 
and I don't mind 
| listening." 
Koblentz graduated 
I from JMU in 1986 with a 
I major in psychology. 
Psychology professor 
I Helen Moore said she 
remembers Koblentz as a 
creative,      interesting 
I person. 
"Lee   was   a    very 
| articulate, well-spoken 
individual,     and     he 
certainly proves that in the 
field he is in now," Moore 
said. 
Currently, he serves as a traffic anchor for three 
television and radio stations in the D.C. area. 
He can be recognized as the voice of Lee Curtis 
on WRC-TV-Channel 4, as well as radio stations 
WMAL-AM, and WWRC-AM. 
His story may sound like a fairy tale, but there 
were a few dragons to slay. 
Getting into JMU was a challenge for Koblentz. 
He spent his first two years of college divided 
between Northern Virginia Community College 
and Virginia Commonwealth University, before 
transferring to JMU as a junior in 1984. 
"I was in love with JMU ever since my high 
school band came here to march," he said. 
Even in college, Koblentz said he knew he 
wanted to have a future in broadcast media. 
"During college, I worked for nearly every radio 
station in Harrisonburg, Va., and one TV station," 
Koblentz said. 
After graduation, he went on to be a disc jockey 
on many radio stations, playing all types of music. 
"I thought for sure that I would be a radio disc 
jockey or announcer forever," he said. 
He continued as a disc jockey until a friend told 
him of an audition for a part-time traffic anchor. 
He tried out and got the position. Soon after, he 
was promoted to a full time position relaying 
traffic conditions. 
Koblentz does not make his reports from a 
helicopter over the city, instead he relays the news 
from the radio station once he gathers reports made 
from helicopter correspondents. 
But Koblentz isn't yet satisfied with his success. 
He's looking for other career fields to explore. He 
has done voiceovers for many commercials in the 
Washington area and would like to continue 
working in the media and entertainment. 
His latest interest is acting. "I would love a part 
in a video or part-time series or even a motion 
picture," he said. 
But for now, Koblentz loves his job as a 
reporter. He said it's a great ego trip when people 
he talks to say his voice sounds familiar. 
—Lisa Denny 
Alumni remodel their majors 
From fixing houses to leasing 
apartments, these JMU grads 
are livin' it up in the 'Burg 
by Anne Collins 
 contributing writer  
Remodeling a house may not be the way some people 
get their start in the business world, but for two JMU 
graduates, that is just what happened. 
Barry Kelley ('83), a biology major, and Casey 
Stemper ('85), an English major, bring their skills and 
experience back to the students in Harrisonburg. 
Co-owners of the Prudential/Funkhouser & Associates 
Realtors and the Concentric Services Maintenance 
Company, Kelley deals with property management, 
while Stemper keeps busy with the remodeling and 
maintenance. 
The entreprenuers became involved in the business 
world while they were still students and roommates at 
JMU. 
They began their venture in the housing business with 
the repair and renovation of the house they occupied on 
Federal Street while they were students at JMU, Stemper 
said. 
This first project sparked an interest, and they started 
buying real estate and remodeling it with money saved 
from summer jobs. 
"Have you ever heard of Dial and error? Well, that's 
basically how we started," Stemper said. 
Stemper said he was never one for sitting around, and 
school was always a chore for him. 
Both agreed that the repairs and renovations were a 
fun way to make money and proved to be a great 
learning experience. 
"We got pulled into the back door, so to speak, into 
that vacuum and just started working on those houses. 
"The longer we worked, the more we realized the 
houses needed more than just being worked on," Kelley 
said. 
Trial and error has struck gold for the partnership. 
The partners just recently acquired a multi-million 
dollar contract taking over all managerial rights and 
responsibilities of Hunter's Ridge Apartments and 
Townhouses. 
They also work with student housing needs in 
University Place, Madison Gardens, Duke Gardens and 
the Gingerbread House. 
"We work seven days a week, 16 hours a day," Kelley 
said. 
"It's been like that since we've taken over because 
there's so many problems. It's hard for Casey and I to 
sleep knowing there is unsettled business, and we've just 
taken over one and a half years of somebody else's 
unsettled business," he said. 
They said they have some great ideas for improving 
the quality of life at the Hunter's Ridge development, 
such as expanding the recreational facilities and 
promoting more resident involvement through events 
such as volleyball tournaments. 
Although Kelley tried to prepare Stemper for what 
they were getting into when the two formed their 
partnership, Kelley didn't fully understand the business 
himself, and getting used to the demands and 
responsibilities of the job was worse than they imagined, 
Stemper said. "That's how the chips have fallen ever 
since." 
Kelley and Stemper chose to remain in the 
Harrisonburg area after graduation because of the slower 
lifestyle. 
"There is a good feeling around here, but I can't seem 
to put my finger on what it is exactly," Kelley said. 
Kelley and Stemper, agreed that their education 
guided them along the right path. However, it was the 
personal contacts they made while they were in college 
that made more of a lasting impression on them. 
"I think what the education does is open a lot of doors 
to the people through relationships. They are some of the 
most important you make in your life," Kelley said. 
Stemper said that it was not necessarily the friends he 
made while in school, but the "potpourri" of people he 
met and interacted with. 
"People that don't go to college are not as exposed to 
that cross-section of culture," he said. 
Neither of them downplayed the academic part of 
college, but they said that many people come to college 
without a sense of direction, and they graduate without 
knowing what they are supposed to do with the four 
years of education. 
Stemper dropped out of school in 1979 to go to 
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Barry Kelley and Casey Stemper (l-r) work out of their office in the Hunter's Ridge housing development. 
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Faculty salaries making a comeback after cuts 
byCyndyLiedtke 
asst. focus editor 
Faculty salaries are back on the rise 
after being hit especially hard by the 
recession and state budget cuts to higher 
education. 
Between 1990 and 1992, the average of 
all faculty salaries at JMU dropped by 
more than $1,500. Only now are these 
faculty salaries are making a comeback to 
the level they were at three years ago. 
In the fall of 1993, the average full time 
faculty salary at JMU was $44,086. But 
during the 1990-91 academic year, the 
average salary was $44329, according to 
the 1993 Statistical Summary. 
Faculty salaries increased by 3.55 
percent in December 1993, after the 
Statistical Summary was compiled. 
The faculty at JMU are separated into 
four ranks: instructor, assistant professor, 
associate professor and professor. The 
average salary in 1993 for these four ranks 
ranged from $28,506 for an instructor to 
$52,135 for a professor. 
All four have undergone similar 
monetary fluctuations since 1990. The 
average salaries of professors, associate 
professors and instructors now exceed the 
1990-91 average salary by over $1,000. 
But according to the Summary, an 
assistant professor's average salary in 
1993 was still $1,210 below the 1990-91 
average. 
Despite making some recent gains in 
Faculty  
continued from page 1 
number of women and minorities who 
earn doctorates. 
He said this creates a small number of 
graduates to choose from and they are 
going to be sought after by private 
industry, which offer larger salaries. 
University makes efforts to create a 
more diverse faculty 
A part of Wadley's job at JMU is to 
seek out more women and minority 
applicants when hiring faculty positions. 
"We   emphasize   the   hiring   of 
Average JMU Faculty Salaries 
by rank, 1992-1993: 
Professor $50,958  
Associate 
Professor 
Assistant 
Professor 
Instructor 
All Ranks (JMU avg. salary) 
Mary Washington (avg. salary) 
UVa (avg. salary) 
43,650 
35,296 
29,113 
I $42,800 
$40,500 
$56,500 
'All faculty is full-time 
CHRIS CAMERA 
increasing faculty salary, JMU has fallen 
behind its faculty salary "peer group." 
I .in wood Rose, senior vice president for 
administration and finance, said faculty 
salaries are "too low." 
He said former Va. Gov. Gerald Baliles 
created a methodology for faculty salaries, 
placing JMU in a peer group with 24 other 
institutions. The schools are supposed to 
be similar to JMU in size and composition 
and are all outside the state of Virginia. 
The goal. Rose said, was to be in the 
60th percentile or 10th in faculty salaries 
ill the peer group of 25 schools. 
According to Rose, JMU reached the 
goal in 1990 and was 10th among its peer 
schools, which include Appalachian State 
in North Carolina, and several California 
and New York public colleges. 
But after 1990, budget cuts and the 
recession took their toll, and JMU is now 
ranked 17th or 18th out of the 25 schools. 
Robert Jerome, speaker of the Faculty 
Senate, said that faculty salaries should be 
increased but that JMU is doing the best it 
can with the money it gets from the state. 
He also said there are certain areas 
where faculty salaries are "below market," 
especially among women and minority 
faculty. "Adjustments need to be made," 
Jerome said. 
James Leary, chemistry professor and 
president of the JMU chapter of the 
American Association of University 
Professors, said that increasing the number 
of part-time faculty while increasing full- 
time faculty salaries devalues teaching. 
"I definitely think that faculty salaries 
should be higher than they are, but I would 
much prefer more full-time faculty be 
hired than to see my salary go up and 
hiring more part-time people," he said. 
For the 1992-93 academic year, JMU's 
average faculty salary of $42,800 ranked 
in the middle of two state schools with 
which JMU is often compared. 
The average faculty salary at Mary 
Washington College in Fredericksburg 
was $40,500 and the University of 
Virginia's average faculty salary was 
$56,500 in 1992-93. 
minorities," he said. "We don't make 
anybody hire anybody, because to do that 
wouldn't be an affirmative action 
program." 
Wadley said the university is doing 
several things to increase the 
representation of minorities and women on 
the faculty. He said he is pushing to 
increase JMU's numbers of female and 
minority faculty within two years. 
According to Wadley, the university is 
being more aggressive and taking more 
time to advertise available positions. 
Advertising takes place in The Chronicle 
Tenure Status 
at JMU 
JMU 
Minority 
Faculty 
Tenured 
45% 
Female   Total Full-time 
Faculty Faculty 
Tenured       Tenured 
WilliamS   32% 
Mary 
52% 
28% 
UVa 477. 
69% 
63% 
61% 
CHRIS CAMERA 
of Higher Education, a national higher 
education publication, and professional 
magazines. 
Other recruitment attempts involve a 
more personal approach. 
JMU's current minority faculty are 
consulted to find out if they have any 
colleagues who could fill an open position. 
Current faculty are also asked to "talk up" 
available positions at national conferences. 
Although the university recruits and 
advertises at institutions that award 
graduate degrees to predominantly white 
students, there is also an effort to recruit 
and advertise at predominantly minority 
institutions, Wadley said. 
Rose also said there has been an 
increase in recruiting at institutions that 
graduate a high number of minorities. 
Recruitment of women has also increased, 
he said. 
JMU's rural setting might make it 
difficult to attract minority faculty, but the 
size of the institution makes recruiting 
easier than at a larger, more formal 
institution, Wadley said. 
JMU has an advantage over schools 
such as UVa because it not as highly 
structured, he said. He also said the people 
at JMU make a difference in attracting 
new faculty members. 
"It is not the buildings that make the 
institution, it's the people," he said 
Women, minorities making strides 
toward more balanced faculty 
While there are on-going efforts to 
increase the number of women and 
minority faculty, JMU has made some 
improvements over the years. 
Bethany Oberst, vice president for 
student affairs, said she has seen the 
growth of women into higher positions in 
the university. She said there are now 10 
female department heads, many more than 
when she first came to JMU in 1991. 
"It's really wonderful," Oberst said. 
She also said that departments are 
conducting searches with the help of the 
Affirmative Action Office to increase 
minority faculty as well. 
"We are making some progress — it is 
slow — but not through lack of diligence," 
Oberst said. "The faculty is pushing real 
hard." 
Tenure at JMU granted to only 52 
percent of female faculty 
Statistics say tenure at JMU is also not 
equal among sexes or races among the 
faculty. Throughout the university, 69 
percent of the full-time instructional 
faculty have tenure. 
According to figures in the Statistical 
Summary, 76 percent of the male faculty 
are tenured, while 52 percent of the female 
faculty have tenure. Among minority 
professors, 45 percent have tenure. 
Tenure allows professors a certain 
amount of freedom to speak out on issues 
without fear of losing their jobs.   . 
After a review process within a 
department or college, a dean makes a 
recommendation to Oberst on whether or 
not to grant a professor tenure status. 
Oberst then makes recommendations to 
President Ronald Carrier. The Board of 
Visitors makes the final decision. 
Most colleges within the university, 
even those with about the same number of 
male and female faculty, have tenure rates 
similar to all of JMU. 
In the College of Education and 
Psychology, for example, there are 36 
male and 34 female faculty members. 
Eighty-nine percent of the male faculty are 
tenured while 44 percent of the female 
faculty have tenure. 
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Exactly the prep you need. 
Kaplan now offers two modular courses for the GRE. Study for Verbal 
or for Math. Each course contains Analytical preparation as well. 
FERE GRE Strategy Session 
Thursday, March 17   7:00  Room 243 Zane Showker 
We'll go over... 
• Specific Strategies to improve your score 
• The new Computer Adaptive Test(CAT) 
• The graduate school application process 
Call to reserve your seat. 
1-800-KAP-TEST 
KAPLAN 
The answer to the test question. 
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California and see the world and returned 
to JMU soon after discovering that it was 
not what he expected. 
Although neither Kelley nor Stemper 
majored in business, 
they are still a success __^^______ 
in their field. 
"Personally* and 
financially, I'm a lot 
better off by doing it 
this way," Kelley said. 
"If I had a business 
degree, I would 
probably be in some 
cubby office now, and 
I don't think I 
would've gone out and 
started my own 
business. That would 
have been too smart" 
Aside from classes 
or personal initiatives, 
favorite professors 
influenced the two 
entrepreneurs while ■ 
they were at JMU. 
Stemper named Ralph Cohen, professor 
of English, as the JMU faculty member 
who inspired him most. 
"Ralph Cohen was animated, dedicated, 
and admirable because he seemed to enjoy 
his job so much. 
He encouraged me to get back into 
school and I am thankful for that now," he 
said. 
Kelley was influenced by Bill Jones, a 
biology professor at the time. He said he 
respected Jones because of his strong 
opinions on different issues. 
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Kelley and Stemper still have contacts 
at the university, and they hire JMU 
students. 
Recently, Stemper and Kelley's realty 
company hired a 1989 graduate, and they 
have made plans to bring more JMU 
students into the 
^___  operation of the 
14 housing 
Owning yOUr   complexes. 
Kelley said that 
the whole 
marketing learn is 
made up of 
current JMU 
students. 
According to 
Kelley, they have 
not been 
approached about 
offering 
internship 
programs, but 
they would 
definitely 
consider      this 
—————-——— option. 
He said they are extremely computer- 
oriented, and there are few property 
management firms in this country that are 
as computer oriented. 
In addition to the co-ownership with 
Stemper, Kelley is also the co-owner of a 
side business, Shenandoah Imagery, a 
computer programming shop. 
Co-owner Paul Rosen is another JMU 
graduate. 
"Owning your own business is 
extremely challenging. It's more than 
you'd ever imagine it would be," Kelley 
said. 
own business 
is extremely 
challenging. 
It's more than you'd 
ever imagine it would 
be. 
Barry Kelley 
JMU grad and local business owner 
Semester in 
(Paris 
There remain several openings for the 
James Madison University fall term in 
Paris. New sources of aid have recently 
opened up. If you'd like to spend a 
semester in the world's greatest city, 
learning its most beautinil language, 
eating great food, and studying in the 
turn ofthe century splendor of Reid Hall 
or walking the allees of the Jardin de 
Luxembourg, get in touch with: 
Mark Facknitz, Director 
Tel. 6298 MWF, 9-11:30 
or 
Peggy Zeh, Studies Abroad 
Tel. 6419, M-Th. M^tSiW .VTOf*7* 
Let Papa Johns satisfy yoiir 
Spri n< j Fever Appetite! 
702 E. Market St 
(Corner of Old Furnace Rd) 
433-PAPA 
®cU*^7?i#71^ftp}«f       433-7272 
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Opinion 
Brushing up on our racial attitudes 
The glossy literature sent to a high school senior 
begins to paint her a picture of JMU. During a 
campus tour, a Student Ambassador will provide 
added detail to her picture. But the final and 
usually the most distinctive brushes will be applied by 
friends and neighbors who currently attend JMU. 
Keeping in mind how this picture is formulated, it is 
disturbing to see such a sizeable drop in the number of 
African-American students enrolled at JMU. During the 
1991-92 school year, 997 African-Americans attended 
JMU. That number has fallen to 843 African-American 
students this school year. 
Reasons given for this decline include a national trend 
for African-American students to attend historically 
African-American institutions and that JMU doesn't have 
the money to award scholarships like those given by 
William & Mary and the University of Virginia. 
These explanations, though, can't account for a more 
than IS percent drop in African-American enrollment at 
JMU. So this question must be asked: What kind of 
picture do current JMU students paint for potential 
African-American students? 
Some African-American students are reporting this 
campus is not as welcoming as it used to be. Last 
summer, JMU students went home talking about an 
incident in a fraternity house where a visiting student had 
a racial slur directed at her. 
And what kind of message will students take home 
with them during spring break after the Student 
Government Association meeting last week? 
Yvette Holmes said after the meeting, "Tonight, I 
really felt that JMU was not the welcoming environment I 
came to." 
Holmes' sorority. Alpha Kappa Alpha, had gone before 
the SG A last Tuesday night in support of a bill that would 
grant them $6,000 to help cover the fee to get Coretta 
Scott King to speak at JMU in March. 
A debate ensued about the sizeable amount of money 
being requested and the limited amount of money left in 
the SG A contingency account. Such debate about 
monetary concerns was necessary — especially when less 
than $10,000 was left in the contingency account. But the 
important message that came from this meeting had little 
to do with money. Rather, it dealt with attitudes. 
One SGA senator said since Maya Angelou is already 
scheduled to speak at JMU in March, money to bring 
Coretta Scott King on campus could be used elsewhere. 
The senator's comment suggested that a Pulitzer Prize- 
winning poet and a human rights activist who was 
married to Martin Luther King, Jr. would basically say the 
same things just because of their race. 
Another argument some senators put forth is that 75 
percent of the contingency funds spent this year has gone 
toward multicultural events and that we're being 
"saturated" by such events. Is it possible to be given too 
many opportunities to learn about other cultures? 
Regardless, in the past four years, no African-American 
speakers as nationally prominent as Angelou or King have 
visited JMU. Usually, the only African-American 
speakers who do come are for Martin Luther King Day. 
Fortunately, a majority of the SGA senators did 
welcome the chance of having King speak here and 
passed a bill that gave AKA $4,000 to bring her here. 
But the attitudes some senators showed in the meeting, 
exposed a mindset on campus that can stigmatize African- 
Americans. Fortunately AKA had the persistence to get 
funding for their endeavor. Others may not be so brave. 
Additionally, due to their dropping enrollment, 
African-Americans have less of a voice on campus today. 
This fact, though, does not mean these speakers shouldn't 
come. The attitudes expressed by some senators exposed 
a great need for speakers like Angelou and King and their 
different perspectives and ideas to come to campus. 
When we go home this summer after hearing these 
speakers, possibly a different picture will be painted for 
prospective African-American students. 
The house editorial reflects the views of The Breeze 
editorial board which consists of the editor, managing 
editor and opinion editors. 
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T SAY 
WHAT!?'. 
l_,ord grant me the serenity to accept the things I 
cannot change, the courage to change the things I 
can and the wisdom to hide the bodies of those 
people I had to kill because they pissed me off." 
A saying attached to the front of SGA President 
Josh Pringle'j desk. 
(if 
If you can kill a cow and eat it, why can't people 
pick a plant and smoke it?" 
Virginia Tech senior Mike Jones, who is president 
of his campus' chapter ofNORML (National 
Organization for the Reform of Marijuana Laws) 
on the stigma surrounding marijuana. 
Don't cry — take it like a woman." 
A JMU fan shouting to the coach of the University 
of North Carolina-Wilmington Women's basketball 
team after she was ejected during Friday's contest. 
Jjefore he loves you forever and ever 'til death do 
you part and brags to his friends about how smart 
you are and becomes the father of your children, he 
has to call you back!" 
Signposted on a student's door in Converse Hall. 
(jetting students to change their passwords is like 
spitting into the wind. Professors are even worse." 
Ray L. Rawlins, Utah State University associate 
director for computer services, after break-ins on the 
Internet demonstrate the need to change passwords. 
Oexual assault doesn't wait for an appointment." 
A line from a sign on campus concerning JMU's 
lack of a sexual assault education coordinator. The 
sign depicts Lucy from Peanuts in her psychiatrist 
stand that reads 'The advisor is out.' 
Ohannon, come on in. I'm in the shower." 
Note on a door in Spots-wood Hall. 
Okay, now that we have a category, who's 
responsible for pulling those LAME quotes from the 
VAX for •Darts/Pats' or 'overheard' and what's with 
not giving the source —how are we to hammer 
them?" 
Michael P. Zlogar commenting in the new Breeze 
category on the VAX about "Say What's?" that are 
taken off the VAX bulletin board. 
u 
1 love animals... they're delicious!" 
Message seen on a bumper sticker in J-lot last 
week. 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
Multiculturalism debate sparked by SGA meeting 
To the adKor: 
Multiculturalism has gotten way out of hand on this 
campus! Students are being forced and bullied into situations 
that are probably not the best for this campus. In the Student 
Government Association meeting on Feb. 22, there was a bill 
presented on behalf of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc. to 
bring Coretla Scott King to our fine campus. In the meeting, 
some senators were ostracized for not supporting the bill. 
When one senator said she thought King should be 
postponed to another date because Maya Angelou was 
coming the following week, she was attacked by quite a few 
people and labeled as a racist. 
Her main argument was that SGA only has about 
$16,000 to distribute to more than 200 student groups. She 
was concerned that it wasn't fair to the other organizations 
requesting money if the SGA gave $6,000 to one 
organization. 
Is this racism? Is it offensive to suggest that an 
alternative date might be more feasible? This kind of 
condemnation shouldn't be occurring! 
We are at a point in time that race relations are not up to 
par with what they should be. But should students be 
intimidated into being silent about what they feel because 
they fear being labeled as a racist? The vocal minority has 
said JMU doesn't do enough to improve multicultural 
relations. Do they know that about 75 percent of all SGA 
contingency funds have been spent on multicultural speakers, 
events, rallies and conferences? What about all the other 
student groups on campus that are just as deserving of funds? 
We are not saying multiculturalism is a bad thing, but when 
innocent people are being accused of being racist just 
because they don't support a program, that's when it rums 
into a bad thing. 
Multiculturalism on this campus has moved beyond 
being a way of life, and that's what it should be! It is 
something we should incorporate into all facets of our 
everyday lives. Now it has turned into an "us-versus-thcm" 
scenario, and nobody is benefiting. If things keep up the way 
they are going, nothing is ever going to ease the strain of race 
relations on this campus. 
Tim Cooke Matt Rlnaldl 
senior freshman 
political science political science/economics 
Tothaadtton 
I would like to take this opportunity to thank the Student 
Government Association for illustrating the ignorance and 
discrimination that is still very apparent at JMU. 
As an ex-senator, I was appalled and disappointed in the 
comments and conduct of the current senators. If my 
memory serves me correctly, the purpose of the SGA is to 
represent the interests of all of the student body, not some. I 
strongly believe many senators forget their roles and base 
their voting behaviors on personal interests. I think the 
senators have also forgotten that a percentage of the SGA 
budget is made up of student fees. 
My sorority (Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc.) has been 
working diligently to coordinate a week of culture, education 
and diversity. Our events are open to the entire JMU 
community. It should be the decision of the student body on 
whether or not they will support "multicultural" events. The 
SGA should not be dictating such a decision. I think it would 
be interesting to know exactly how many of these "out of 
hand" multicultural events the non-African-American 
students have attended. I can confirm that the numbers have 
been few. 
It is ironic to me that the dispute is centered around 
sponsoring Coretta Scott King (for those who don't know, 
the wife of the late Martin Luther King, Jr.) when her 
husband lost his life fighting for equality for all. Well, here 
we are some 20 years later, and as this incident reflects, we 
still have a long way to go. 
If nothing else, I hope the "tension" my sorority sparked 
opens the eyes of students, faculty, administrators, etc., to 
see the ignorance and racism that is very alive on the campus 
of JMU, as well as accept that there is still a lot of work that 
needs to be done. And yes, it will take more than a month, 
and an African-American history or freshman seminar 
course. 
It appears people think these negative feelings have been 
boxed. Well, the box has been re-opened. So what are you 
going to do, perpetuate the ignorance, continue the denial, or 
accept that we don't live in a melting pot and attempt to 
sample each part of the salad? 
Rhonda K. Wilson 
senior 
human communication 
To the editor: 
The sounds and sights of spring are once again, and 
without surprise, ever-present amongst the JMU community. 
But the colors attracting attention are not those of purple and 
gold, but instead are black and white. 
For whatever reasons, multiculturalism has been 
mistakenly synonymous with being that of black culture. 
This misrepresentation has led to the course of recent 
undertakings at JMU. 
Being bom in America, everyone is automatically the 
recipient of the fruits of numerous cultures. For many whites, 
this is difficult to envision because of the comfort they are 
afforded to live in. Being given everything and not having to 
fight for what is rightfully yours causes individuals to 
possess tunneled vision and a lack of a strong sense of 
identity. If you have never been denied, it is virtually 
impossible to comprehend and recognize the importance of 
what it is you enjoy. It is no wonder many whites view 
themselves as unicultural instead of the beneficiaries of 
multiculturalism. 
If you deem the inviting of a black speaker to "your" 
campus as not being inclusive of white students, then 
unequivocally you can see "your" events must surely be 
exclusive of black interests. "Your" activities come and go 
unchallenged, but recognized and respected for their intent. 
In an attempt to provide themselves and the campus with 
necessary rooted forms of expression, black students are 
being positively constructive in an active manner, unlike 
yourselves. 
You choose to be destructive in a reactionary format that 
aims to limit and seeks to control the progress and growth of 
a people so that you can be the one to shape and mold and 
have them conform to your concepts or lack of them. 
Because you feel excluded, you feel as though you are being 
denied. Isn't it interesting to watch your responses. 
If one thing remains evident, it is that there still exists an 
overwhelming sense of fear of black emphasis among whites. 
A proper re-education stressing involvement with 
understanding rather than separation with ignorance is 
crucial to the removal of foolish, racist ideology. The fact 
that a speaker is a female and black is important because it 
identifies and indicates her to us as a black female, which is 
to be recognized and appreciated accordingly. This becomes 
a problem when you are unable to first see a speaker, an 
educator. 
This and comments such as "We gave you Maya 
Angelou, why do you need Coretta Scott King?" are a prime 
indication of first your inability to see beyond color and 
second indicate that because a speaker does not share a 
similar skin tone, she has nothing for you to understand and 
you are unable to communicate with her even in "your" 
language. 
Wake up! "The power of the past" is becoming the 
vehicle with which we will drive the present into a more 
brilliant, colorful future! You give nothing. We accomplish 
everything. Rise up! Move forward! 
Chris Lamonlca 
senior 
marketing 
Extending a finger for my rights as a parker 
In a metropolitan newspaper, it is not uncommon to 
read about a murder that stemmed from an argument 
over a parking space. Usually what happens is 
someone cuts someone else out of a parking space and 
an argument ensues. Seeing no other way to resolve 
die dispute, one pulls out his Peacemaker and shoots 
the other. 
Judging from the parking situation at JMU, I don't 
imagine it will be too much longer before we read 
about such a crime in The Breeze. 
I moved off campus this year, and for the first time 
was faced with the dilemma of commuter parking. As 
many commuter students know, the availability of 
parking is directly proportional to the weather. And it 
doesn't take a meteorologist to determine the parking 
situation this winter. 
The lack of parking causes many drivers to be less 
considerate than usual. Not long ago, I had an 
encounter with one of these individuals. 
I decided that night to drive to P.C. Dukes for 
dinner. As usual, I planned on parking in the lot near 
the Health Center, which was unusually full that night. 
Since the lot is relatively small, parking spaces are at 
angles and are only approachable from one direction. 
The only available parking space was one toward 
the exit of the lot, which meant I had to drive around 
the lot if I wanted to park there. As I approached the 
space, another car zipped in from the opposite 
direction and backed into the parking space. 
B When Push Comes to Shove —John Golinvaux 
Needless to say, my temper skyrocketed, and I was 
prepared to stand up for my rights as a commuter. I 
stopped my car and was ready to settle the score when the 
driver of the car stepped out. 
Since he was about six-four and bordering on 2S0 
pounds, I decided that getting out of the car was probably 
not the best thing for me to do. 
Instead, I turned on my interior light (which is essential 
when making a night-time hand gesture), extended my 
middle finger and shook it at him while I mouthed a 
derogatory statement. 
I then floored the accelerator of my 1978 Ford Mustang 
Cobra II and left him in my asphalt wake, sucking my 
exhaust. 
It was not until I was well on my way home that I 
realized it would not be too hard for this guy to find me, 
as my car is the only one in Harrisonburg with the 
"optional Starsky and Hutch paint job." I can only hope 
'-■he-noted thaMhe-oar- «■-Insured by •Smith- and Wcssoftr"- 
as the bumper sticker indicates. 
Another foolproof method of identifying my car is 
by looking for the one with a parking ticket 
permanently attached to the windshield. 
Or at least it seems that way. I go to my car after a 
frustrating day of classes, I get in, begin daydreaming 
of an ice cold whatever-Mike's-Chevron-has-on-sale, 
and damn it! There's a ticket on my windshield. 
So the ticket remains on the passenger's seat for 
nine days until I decide to pay or appeal it. The process 
of appealing a ticket is by no means enjoyable, 
especially since the Bill of Rights does not apply to 
parking tickets, and you are guilty until proven 
innocent. 
You (the condemned) take the ticket to the parking 
department and fill out an appeal sheet although your 
odds of successfully appealing a ticket to the elusive 
"Board of Appeals" are about the same as Michael 
Jackson opening a day care center. 
The long and short of it is that if you are not 
prepared to pay (with money and sanity) you should 
not drive to campus. There will always be the 
inconsiderate parkers, the parking police and the 
elusive Board of Appeals. Hopefully, there will also be 
a group of students who will stand up for their parking 
rights. 
Breeze columnist John Golinvaux is a junior mass 
rammuniratiaajaaiax. .   , .„ , 
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
Students given 'NO FINAL VOICE' 
in JMU Board of visitors' decisions 
To the editor 
THE STUDENT VOICE AT JMU IS MUTE! This is 
exemplified by the student representation on the Board of 
Visitors (or lack thereof). The student on the Board of 
Visitors is chosen by the BO V. This means the BOV is 
telling us who our representative to them will be. I am 
disturbed by this considering the BOV has the final say 
concerning all financial matters at JMU (in other words, 
where our tuition is going). Furthermore, this student 
representative is given no vote concerning any of these 
matters. We have no final say! Although this "no vote" 
policy is under state law and not JMU policy, it is absurd that 
students are given NO FINAL VOICE concerning the 
allocation of our tuition. 
The current board member, Izabela Reis, has done an 
excellent job. But what happens when a student gets 
appointed who bows to the every whim of the board because 
he or she was "lucky enough to be appointed?" 
Many other states already have laws enabling students 
full voting rights. This has worked extremely well, and it's 
time JMU pushes for Virginia to do the same. Coming out 
soon will be an SGA bill of opinion that says we support a 
student board member who is elected by the students, and 
who has full membership rights. All students who care about 
their voice on this campus must push for this to pass! 
Maggie Ellis Molra McCaffrey 
freshman sophomore 
International business political science 
'Try supporting our team players 
and stop trying to place blame' 
To the editor: 
This is in response to Robert F. Spiers' letter in the Feb. 
24 Breeze, bashing "Lefty" Driesell and the men's basketball 
program. 
I think Spiers and the numerous lukewarm "fans" should 
take some of the blame they so easily place on Coach 
Driesell and the Dukes. Lack of fan support can also hinder 
the performance of a team. The fans at JMU are spoiled in 
expecting the team to always win. Even the best teams in the 
country suffer losses. Stop being so pessimistic, and look at 
the accomplishments of the men's basketball team: Four 
years straight they have won or tied the regular season in the 
CAA and have participated in the NIT (National Invitational 
Tournament) all four years. (Far from mediocre.) Winning 
isn't everything, but taking pride in your school and 
supporting the athletes who represent your institution should 
have nothing to do with the likes or dislikes in the coach. 
"Real Fans" participate regardless. Coach Driesell doesn't 
suit up and play for the Dukes; the players (your classmates 
ant) friends) play the game. 
Why don't we as fans try supporting our team players 
and stop trying to place blame. Only we, the fans, can bring 
the Electric Zoo back to life! 
Adam Anderson 
Class of 1993 
Check records after repeating class; 
it could cause you late graduation 
To the editor: 
This is a story for all JMU students and their advisors. 
Although it probably won't affect everyone, hopefully, 
someone will be helped by it. 
I took a class my sophomore year and did pretty poorly 
in it In order to raise my GPA, I repeated the same course 
last summer. I thought that I had added it repeat/forgiveness, 
but instead it was added as repeat/credit. Now it's spring 
1994, and my advisor and I were looking at my RAP sheet 
and planning for summer school — and an August 
graduation. However, my freshman advisor (who I haven't 
seen in two years) happened to look at my records and 
discover this error in my transcripts. She called me and 
explained what had happened. I went to the registrar's office 
and spoke with Ms. Sherry Hood. 
Changing my class from repeat/credit to 
repeat/forgiveness has positively affected my GPA and 
allows me to graduate in May instead of August. 
The point is this: Ms. Hood told me that anyone who has 
repeated a course could be in the same situation. Although 
registering correcUy is a student's responsibility, noting and 
advising on the transcripts and the likes is, and should be, the 
responsibility of the advisor. If it were not for the diligence 
of my freshman advisor and the thoughtfu lness of Ms. Hood, 
this summer I would be in classes that I didn't really need to 
take instead of looking for what I wanted to do with my life 
after JMU. 
I sincerely thank both of you. 
If you've repeated a class or if you're going to repeat a 
class, check to make sure it has been properly credited. It can 
make a world of a difference. Oh. and by the way... 
NOW I'M OUT IN MAY!!! 
David L. Allen 
senior 
political science 
SheVaCon article a preview for 
a similar convention here at JMU 
To the editor: 
Too many times, roleplayers and others interested in 
fantasy genres are misrepresented in the media. However, I 
was very pleased with Chris Podeschi's article on 
SheVaCon, the local science fiction and fantasy convention. 
It was refreshing to see an article which outlined what goes 
on at sci-fi conventions rather than searched-for-satanic 
overtones in such events. Podeschi offered a clear, unbiased 
vision of what a science fiction convention is. 
I sincerely hope that such fair reporting on SheVaCon 
will generate interest in another science fiction convention, 
Mad icon, sponsored by JMU's own Science Fiction Fantasy 
Guild. Madicon will be held April 8-10 in the JMU campus 
center. The purpose of Madicon is to increase interest at 
JMU and in the Harrisonburg community in roleplaying, 
Japanese animation and science fiction and fantasy writing. 
Madicon will bring together people like mystery author 
Sharyn McCrumb, potential writers, costumers and role 
players, and it will give students a chance to interact with 
these people. 
Dave Seletyn 
Junior 
Madicon 3 chairman 
Involve those alienated by the JMU administration 
Currently, JMU is being managed as if it were a fairly large department store.' 
I confess that I am alienated. Not from what JMU 
could be; not from what JMU has been; but from what 
JMU is at this very moment. 
What have we become? Currently, JMU is being 
managed as if it were a fairly large department store 
with students cast in the role of customers and faculty 
cast in the role of clerks. If you are a student here, do 
you really only want to be a "customer" taught by 
"clerks" whose only mission is to please you and get 
you out quick so the next "customer" can be served? If 
you are a faculty member here, do you really want to 
be reduced to delivering either watered-down liberal 
studies or vocationalized majors, each of which 
reinforces sameness, compliance and unabashed 
materialism? Even if more and more students and 
parents want to buy just that, why should experienced 
professionals let a team of upper and middle-level 
administrators who have demonstrated only limited 
management skills redesign curricula and impose it 
upon us as economic necessities? 
I predict that this redesigned curriculum will be 
shaped to fit into a "total" JMU environment where 51 
percent of the monies collected from students and 
parents — exclusive of room and board — are spent on 
auxiliaries including mainly non-academic buildings 
that we do not need as badly as we need well-funded 
academics. By restructuring our priorities, we could 
have a liberal studies program that presents students 
with real choices and an opportunity to explore a 
Guest Columnist 
— Dr. Jesse Liles 
variety of disciplines before making a career choice. Our 
majors could educate professionals who can problem- 
solve and think critically; not just exhibit compliance and 
technical skills. 
If you are alienated like me, what would it take to get 
you involved again? I submit the following list: 
1. Real democratic governance that includes equal 
representation for students, staff, faculty and 
administration at departmental, school, college and 
university levels. Elected groups with this type of 
representation should control the making of academic, 
social and fiscal policy and priorities of the community. 
Administrators should assist in organizing and applying 
resources so that the goals, policies and priorities that are 
freely and democratically chosen by the total community 
can be attained. 
2. Academics once had first priority at JMU. I propose a 
thorough restoration of that priority to include the 
permanent transfer of $5 million per year from 
administrative positions and from the Student Affairs 
budget to be spent on academics, including the library and 
faculty positions in understaffed departments where the 
demand for graduates has been consistently 
demonstrated. 
3. CISAT is floundering; primarily for lack of 
significant numbers of students interested in the "new" 
programs that were to have been its reason for being. I 
propose a top-to-bottom reassessment of CISAT to be 
led by a faculty/student group elected from throughout 
the university. The unifying purpose of this 
reassessment should be to determine whether CISAT 
should continue to be constructed using a top-down 
model that begins with a $90,000-per-year Provost or 
whether this new college should grow using a bottom- 
up model somewhat like the current College of 
Business followed to attain its well-deserved status. 
Finally, let me say that many faculty are weary of 
being portrayed as obstructionists who seldom do 
anything useful. I and many others can produce 
hundreds of students who will testify that, in the liberal 
studies and professional classes we have given, they 
(the students) have mastered significant material while 
becoming better critical thinkers and problem solvers. 
Faculty are being asked not only to continue to achieve 
but to overachieve in order to make up for budget 
shortfalls and distorted priorities. I believe our skill 
and dedication remain equal to the tasks at hand, but it 
is well known that alienation impedes motivation. 
Dr. Jesse Liles is a professor of secondary education 
and school administration. 
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Mental illness has warning signs, too. 
Withdrawal from social activities. Excessive anger. 
These could be the first warning signs of a mental illness. 
Unfortunately, most of us don't recognize the signs. 
Which is tragic. Because mental illness can be treated. 
In fact. 2 out of 3 people who get help, get better. 
For a free booklet about mental illness, call the 
National Mental Health Association: 
1-800-969-NMHA. 
Learn to see the warning signs. 
m 
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| MONDAY, FEBRUARY 28TH OR TUESDAY, MARCH 1ST | 
7 PM - 9 PM 
1     DUKE M209 
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION CALL THE 
OFFICE OF STUDENT ASSESSMENT AT X6706 
28 - Mar. 4 
n<7Au Week'*, Qo* you!" 
SALES... PRIZES... FREEBIES.... AND FUN ALL WEEK LONG!! 
10% OFF ALL FLEX PURCHASES MON-THURS 
FREE FAX SERVICE (U.S. ONLY) ALL WEEK IN THE BOOKSTORE 
$ MON(ey)DAY- Visite%Mi$terChips $ 
or JMU Bookstore and receive your 
MrXJKBP0UAR5" 
$• looks and acts; like real doBars and works A 
towards purchases all week!!! S 
^lHSP.4^ 
IStO 
r»pi ins the wheel t& Stop in both 
vin freebies in    ■ stores for Misfp|PM#i^^ refreshments 
'rites ^warded jm and more 
•try h<wr itt thir great sales 
all day long. 
TWOSDAY - Double the value all over the stores | 
••• two 99 cent diskettes for $1.49 
••• buy one blue book, get one FREE 
••• buy any Mister Chips $2.69 deli sandwich 
and get a small fountain beverage FREE 
••• buy any greeting card (Bookstore) and get 
second one half price 
••• special selection cassettes and CDs ••• 
buy one, get one free 
•••and more!!! 
FREEDflY-fllittl«»m«hin9FREE 
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for BI(SiRuESh microwaves, 
cassette players, cameras, and more, 
"H a chance to win the 
One-Handed Bandit Shopping Spree" 
in Mister Chips. 
Register town in fcoth stores!! 
(Some restrictions apply. See stores for more details.) 
Thanks to our wonderful JMU students for their 
continued support of JMU campus stores III 
JIHU 
Do    , 
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from now on in America, any definition 
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Flood of on-campus repair 
orders swamp maintenance 
by Karen Brewer 
staff writer 
Imagine the last time someone 
broke your window or your 
faucet's dripping kept you up all 
night. 
Feel a migraine coming on? 
Okay, now imagine it 3,000 
times. That's about how many 
work orders are generated by 
JMU's 4,450 on-campus students 
every month. 
These work orders are answered 
by 15 repair workers through a 
maintenance system that Jim 
Auckland, director of the Office of 
Facilities Management (F.M.) says 
is at "the front edge of what most 
campuses arc doing in the state." 
It's a system on a par with the 
advanced repair operations of 
Virginia Tech and the University 
of Virginia, based on automation 
and geared towards ensuring the 
safety of residents, Auckland said. 
JMU's automated system 
allows for electronic processing of 
billing information and calculation 
of the cost of equipment repair. 
Auckland said that the F.M. office 
is "still learning to better utilize 
information." 
According to Carl Puffenbarger, 
F.M. customer services manager, 
F.M. is divided into departments 
with separate staffs that specialize 
in different areas of facilities 
management such as housekeeping 
and engineering. Within the 
maintenance department, the 
building trades staff answers many 
of the residents' work orders. 
Jim McConnel, director of the 
Office of Residence Life, said 
ORL also has a repair staff. This 
staff is made up of two students 
who handle small repairs.such as 
broken furniture and microwaves. 
The student staff is paid minimum 
wage. 
According to Mark Warner, 
assistant vice president of human 
resources and facilities 
management, all repair workers at 
Virginia universities fall under a 
similar job classification and 
receive comparable pay. Bigger 
schools have more workers and 
supervisors, he said. At William & 
Mary, maintenance workers 
average 521.40 per hour. 
About S2.9 million has been 
budgeted for repairs and routine 
maintenance of JMU residence 
halls for the 1993-94 academic 
year, according to Glcnda Ridgely, 
assistant director of the Budget 
Office. This money comes entirely 
from student room fees. 
With the exception of 
vandalism on the part of the 
resident and unreportcd damages, 
Auckland said that residents do not 
directly pay for the cost of repairs. 
Like maintenance systems at 
other universities, the JMU work 
order system is set up so that the 
repairs are done in order of 
importance. A busted waterline 
gets first priority over a broken 
closet door. 
According to Puffenbarger, 
"Any damage that may threaten 
the security or health of the 
residents or which has a high 
money damage" is given "priority 
one" status. 
Such repairs may include 
broken doors or windows, busted 
waterlines, no heat, or problems 
with electrical outlets, he said. 
A case in point was a clogged 
toilet in sophomore Natalie 
Tornatore's Ikenberry Hall 
bathroom last fall. Once the 
problem was reported, workers 
prompUy repaired it, she said. 
Puffenbarger said priority one 
repairs are completed the same day 
they are reported. Other repairs are 
made within three to five days. 
Non-emergency repair orders that 
aren't answered within five days 
arc entered into a "back-log" book 
and are answered as soon as 
possible. 
Sometimes, the work order 
process is prolonged if the RA 
does not report it right away. 
Sophomore Jen Black recently 
requested a work order for a 
broken cabinet door above her 
closet. She said the cabinet wasn't 
repaired for more than a week. 
Because of the delay, "I thought 
we just had a slow system," she 
said. 
She has since found out that her 
RA neglected to promptly report 
the problem to ORL. 
Black's RA, "Meghan 
McCracken, said she received the 
request during a weekend and 
waited until the next week to 
report it. 
Puffenbarger said once the 
problem was reported, workers 
quickly moved into action and 
fixed the cabinet door. 
Now that she knows residence 
life wasn't responsible for the 
delay and that the response time 
was actually less than 24 hours. 
Black says she is "impressed." 
University of Virginia 
The University of Virginia 
houses 6,600 residents, according 
to Darlene Houchens, UVa office 
manager for operations. 
UVa staffs 35 repair and 
maintenance workers, including 
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Off-Campus Maintenance 
by Concentric Services* 
Average number of residents: 1,792 
Number of repair workers, not including subcontractors: 7 
Average ratio of workers to residents: 1:256 
Average worker hours per week: 67 
Average work orders per week: 63 
Emergency work order response time: same day 
Regular work order response time: 24 hours or less 
• A major off-campus maintenance contractor that services properties managed by the 
Prudential/Funkhouse Group: Duke Gardens Apts.. Gingerbread House Apts., Hunters 
Ridge Apartments/Townhouses, Madison Gardens, Madison Manor, University Place and 
about 50 rental houses. 
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Student opinion varies on 
off-campus repair systems 
by Jonathan Rhudy 
senior writer 
it graphics: Bob Daly. Editor: Matt Warner. 
Frustration. 
For some off-campus students, 
the word is synonymous with 
getting minor repairs, like stopped- 
up toilets and leaking faucets, 
fixed in their apartments. 
The increased responsibility of 
living off-campus means students 
must learn how to be an 
electrician, a plumber or a 
carpenter — or learn how to 
convince their landlord to send a 
repair worker. 
Approximately 6,000 JMU 
students face these problems 
everyday. 
Between 55 and 60 percent of 
the student body lives off-campus, 
according to Andi Meredith, a 
Center for Off-Campus Housing 
community coordinator. 
The majority of these students 
live in apartment complexes, with 
a small percentage living in houses 
or other dwellings. 
Nearly 32 percent of off- 
campus students reside in either 
Hunter's Ridge's 255 condo and 
townhouse units, The Commons' 
132 units or Olde Mill Village's 
120 units. There are some 18 other 
off-campus apartment complexes 
available to students, according to 
the 7994 Off-Campus Housing 
Guide. 
In a recent poll of off-campus 
students conducted by the COCL, 
60 percent of the students polled 
rated their relationship with their 
landlords as "fair to good." 
Meredith said that this rating 
"probably" was influenced by 
students' perceptions of off- 
campus maintenance and repair 
service. 
Meredith said that about 25 
percent of the complaints she 
receives from students at COCL 
involve off-campus repair 
problems. 
Hunter's Ridge 
A broken refrigerator was a 
source of tension between senior 
Brandon Storms and Berkeley 
Realty, the former property 
management for Hunter's Ridge. 
He said that he placed a work 
order with the management in late 
August 1993, when the fridge in 
his four-bedroom townhouse 
wasn't cooling properly. 
According to Storms, it wasn't 
fixed until early February. 
In December 1993, 
Prudential/Funkhouscr & 
Associates replaced Berkeley 
Realty as the Hunter's Ridge 
properly management, according 
to Barry Kelley, co-owner of 
Prudential/Funkhouscr. 
Storms said he thinks the 
management change was probably 
the only reason the refrigerator 
was fixed. "We complained at 
least three limes to the old 
management," he said, but only 
one complaint to the new 
management was necessary. 
Junior Nate SweUand, Storm's 
roommate, said, "The new 
management fixed the fridge — no 
questions asked." 
Suzanne Reedy, former 
Hunter's Ridge property manager 
under Berkeley, said the 
refrigeraior might not have been 
fixed quickly because of parts on 
back-order status. 
Williamsburg-based Berkeley 
Realty has since discontinued its 
property management services in 
the Harrisonburg area. Reedy said. 
Kelley said that since 
Prudential/Funkhouscr took over 
in December, the maintenance 
service has dealt with more than 
400 work order requests in 
Hunter's Ridge. "We had to deal 
with one and a half years of 
neglected problems," he said. 
Swctland said that the new 
management has been "cleaning 
up a lot of the problems around 
here, so we are having to give 
them a break. They seem to be on 
top of things." 
Reedy said that during the two 
years when Berkeley managed 
Hunter's Ridge, the complex got a 
"bum rap" regarding its 
maintenance service. 
She said that Hunter's Ridge 
had more maintenance problems 
than other properties Berkeley 
Realty managed at the time. 
Berkeley's independent 
maintenance contractor attempted 
to handle most repairs within two 
days, but some extensive repairs 
took the contractor longer, Reedy 
said. 
"We tried to resolve the 
problems. The students were 
everything to us," she said. 
Other Hunter's Ridge residents 
also expressed anger concerning 
the former management's repair 
service. 
Juniors Emily Trott and Tracy 
Glanton said it usually took a 
couple of calls to the Berkeley 
Realty office in order to get 
something fixed. 
"The old management was 
playing cat and mouse with us," 
Trott said. "It wouldn't have been 
bad if they would just be honest 
about it and told us when they are 
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painters, exterminators, electricians and 
plumbers. 
According to Houchens, repairs are 
made the same day they are reported. 
Emergencies are attended to within 20 
minutes. 
Work orders are called into the 
operations office by students and are 
written up by a clerk. Orders are placed in 
the appropriate worker's box and are 
finished by the end of the day. 
UVa is in the process of automating its 
repair records system. 
Virginia Tech 
Virginia Tech houses 4,800 residents 
and staffs eight carpenters, a locksmith 
and an electrician. 
According to Tech's Maintenance 
Supervisor Jim Jones, after a resident 
contacts an RA and requests a repair, the 
Off Campus 
continued from page 19 
RA sends the work order to the Facilities 
Housing Office. 
The appropriate repairman is contacted 
by   radio  and _^___________ 
usually repairs   n 
the damage by   If an emergency repair 
the next day,"       J •       v   7f 
Jones said, "if an cannot be fixed within 
emergency * 
repair cannot be normal working hours, the 
fixed     within '~ 
normal working repairman will work 
tf hours, the 
repairman will Overtime. 
work overtime.'' 
Like    UVa, 
Jones said that 
Tech is in the 
process of ^— 
installing a "high-tech computer program'' 
to automate its repair records system. He 
also said that in the future, students will be 
able to call the Facilities Housing Office 
to request a repair, rather than having to 
go through the RA. 
William & Mary 
Joyce Hoar, 
manager of the 
Budget Office of 
the College of 
William & Mary, 
said the school 
staffs 50 
repairmen to 
answer work 
orders made by 
its 4,200 on- 
Jim Jones campus 
Virginia Tech Maintenance Supervisor residents.   The 
maintenance staff 
is divided into five teams to cover separate 
sections of campus. Members of these 
teams are classified as trades utility 
workers who "do a little of everything," 
Hoar said, but each team also includes a 
carpenter, plumber and electrician. 
Like JMU, UVa and Tech, W&M. 
residents needing repairs complain to the 
RAs. But instead of the work order request 
then going to the residence life office or 
the main facilities management office. 
Hoar said the RA gives the work order 
directly to the appropriate team area 
director. 
The team area director then assigns the 
job to a worker, who makes the repair and 
then reports back to the team area director. 
An automated computer system is used 
for billing and to record routine 
maintenance and work order repairs. 
Like other schools, W&M prioritizes 
work orders in terms of safety, putting 
emergency work orders that affect "life, 
limb and the pursuit of happiness" on the 
front burner, Hoar said. 
going to fix it." 
Kelley said that 
Prudential/Funkhouser is 
attempting to improve relations 
between residents and 
management by cutting the work 
order response time down to 24 
hours after the initial request. 
Kelley hopes to achieve this goal 
by April. 
"We are getting close to 
catching up," he said. 
Emergency work orders such 
The tenants had 
become frustrated 
with prior 
maintenance 
service, so when 
we took over, we 
were flooded with 
work orders. 
Casey Stemper 
Co-owner, 
Prudential/Funkhouser 
as busted water pipes or electrical 
outages are handled as quickly as 
possible, Kelley said. 
Hunter's Ridge maintenance 
currently is handled by 
Concentric Services, a 
Harrisonburg maintenance 
contractor. 
Casey Stemper, Concentric 
Services vice president and also 
the co-owner of 
Prudential/Funkhouser, also said 
that responding to work orders 
within 24 hours is an attainable 
goal for the complex. 
The company performs 
maintenance primarily for 
properties managed by 
Prudential/Funkhouser. (See 
infograph ic.) 
Despite the fact that 
Concentric Services repair 
workers service several areas 
around town, Stemper said that 
they have been able to "dispatch 
and dispose" of basically all of 
the Hunter's Ridge residents' 
work order requests. 
Concentric Service's seven 
repair workers are supervised by 
Stemper, and they work 65-70 
hours a week. 
His repair workers carry 
pagers, and are prepared to 
respond to maintenance 
emergencies 24 hours a day. 
Depending on time constraints 
and the seriousness of a project, 
some repairs like roofing 
problems are subcontracted. 
"We are still new to the 
complex," Stemper said. 
"Complaints have started to level 
off now. Students must be 
satisfied. 
"The tenants had become 
frustrated with prior maintenance 
service, so when we took over, 
we were flooded with work 
orders," he added. 
The Commons 
Students seem to have evenly 
mixed reactions over the 
effectiveness of the maintenance 
service at The Commons. 
Jackie Wilson, former property 
manager of The Commons, said 
she thinks the management of 
LB&J Limited "for the most part 
has a strong relationship" with 
student residents. 
The Commons employs one 
repair worker for routine 
maintenance work, Wilson said. 
This worker usually works 
weekdays 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. 
Anything beyond his expertise, 
such as major appliances or 
heating units, is handled by 
independent contractors. 
Sophomore Ron Tidd, a 
Commons resident, said, "I think 
they are understaffed. With more 
than 500 students living in The 
Commons, I think they should 
have more than one repairman." 
Tidd said that he will probably 
MIKE HEFFNER 
Standing on ladders, two workers replace aluminum siding at Olde Mill complex 15 last week. 
move to another complex next 
year. 
Junior roommates Doug 
Weiler and Chris Shifflett said 
that repair service in The 
Commons is efficient. 
Weiler said, "We've had a lot 
of repairs like clogged bath tubs 
and broken blinds. They [the 
management] have fixed them 
pretty well." 
Shifflett agreed, "They have 
been pretty speedy. Everything 
has been fixed pretty quick." 
Like Hunter's Ridge, The 
Commons computerizes its 
records of work order requests. 
Wilson said this usually results in 
greater efficiency. Most work 
orders are handled within 48 
hours, she said. 
Olde Mill Village 
For senior J.J. Hannam, an 
Olde Mill resident, said he is 
happy "but not satisfied in Olde 
Mill" in comparison to his old 
complex. 
Although he said he 
appreciates Olde Mill's timely 
response in fixing his broken hot 
water heater last semester, he 
said the management is otherwise 
"pretty slow for minor repairs." 
Cora Slaydon, Olde Mill office 
manager, disagreed and said that 
most repairs are handled within 
24 hours. 
Olde Mill, managed by 
Coldwell Banker, employs a 
single maintenance worker for 
routine repairs. This person 
works 45-50 hours per week, 
according to Glen Farabaugh, a 
Coldwell Banker real estate 
agent. 
An independent contractor, 
J.P. Maintenance, takes care of 
plumbing, heating and air 
conditioning repairs. 
Slaydon said that the 
management at Olde Mill does 
not keep repair records on a 
computer network. Instead, they 
file work orders manually. 
Senior Kevin Derringor, an 
Olde Mill resident, said, 
"Originally, they were 
expeditious with repairs, but not 
anymore." For instance, he says 
the Olde Mill management has 
yet to fix a leaking window in his 
apartment. 
Colleen Pendry, director of 
rental operations for Coldwell 
Banker, said that there are 
"always mixed opinions" on the 
effectiveness of off-campus 
maintenance services. 
A misunderstanding regarding 
Olde Mill's after-hours 
answering service could be 
affecting students' opinions of 
the management and its repair 
service, Slaydon said. Often 
times, students will call after 
office hours and think that they 
are taking to Slaydon, when 
actually they are talking to an 
answering service operator. 
It's a problem she said the 
management is currently 
attempting to remedy. 
But despite perceived 
problems with the Olde Mill 
repair service, there's at least one 
resident who said that she is 
satisfied with how repairs are 
handled. 
Junior Megan Hauck said, 
"We called for them to fix 
something, and they came the 
next day." She added that she'd 
recommend living in Olde Mill to 
any student thinking about living 
off-campus next year. 
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Attention writers: 
There will be no Style section meeting or 
Opinion section meeting tonight. 
Good luck on midterms and enjoy Spring 
Break. We'll see you again in two weeks! 
Anne, Stephanie, Rob and Chris 
x3846 
— 
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Where music lives 
171 N Main St. Harrisonbure. VA 22801 
IN THE ARMY, 
NURSES AREN'T JUST IN DEMAND. 
THEY'RE IN COMMAND. 
Any nurse who just wants a job can 
find one. But if you're a nurs 
ing student who wants to be in 
command of your own career, consider 
the Army Nurse Corps You'll be treated as 
a competent professional, given your own 
patients and responsibilities commensurate 
with your level of experience. A* 
Army officer, you'll command the 
respect you deserve. And with the added 
benefits only the Army can offer-a $5000 
signing bonus, housing allowance* and 4 
weeks paid vacation-TOu'll be well in com- 
mand of your life. Call l-800-USA ARMY. 
ARMY NURSECORPS.BE ALL YOU CAN BE. 
Mem.  Feb.  28 - 
Tues. Mar.   1  - 
Wed. Mar.  2  - 
Monday Madness followed by 
Open Stage hosted by Gabe Crerie 
SCHWA 
WITH OPENINC ACT ICE CREAM SOCIALISTS 
Mtcrnalixc Ni !l' 
'Between The Lines 
xws. M^. 3 -    Sass Trubador ,//c 
Ffi. Mar. 4 - \ ircfilllal  with opening act Da^u Cult 
(Hard R 
Sat. Mar. 5 - In Debt 
Good Old Rock & Roll Featuring Dennis Hughes 
Look for special events at Joker's on WBOP-TV Channel 19. 
Call 433-TUNE for concert information 24 hours a day. 
All shows 9:30 - 12:30! 
GRAB the BEST    before they're gone !!! 
2 Bedrooms & 2 Full Baths 
With Study or 3rd Bedroom 
9 Month leases available!! 
SWIMMING POOL 
JACUZZI 
EXERCISE ROOM 
TENNIS COURT 
FIREPLACES 
PETS ALLOWED 
(IN SOME UNITS) 
Call Today 432-1860!! 
For a private showing 
Ask for Mike 
yvLW1307< 
TvUTNCfR 
1022 Blue Ridge Drive 
OFFICE HOURS: 1-5 PM 
ThePrudential 
Funkhouser & Associates, 
REALTORS* 
_ I 
.    . 
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Women's issues influence exhibit 
Artists use alternative photography and 
sculpture to process meaning in work 
by Nicki Campell 
stafiwriter 
Themes about women that 
sometimes hint at feminism 
characterize "Sex and Animals" 
and "Rewind," two exhibits 
opening in Zirklc House tonight. 
But Gwyneth Scally, sculptor 
of "Sex and Animals," and 
Virginia Barnes, who will show 
alternative process photographs 
in "Rewind," agree they would 
rather the viewer get a personal 
meaning from their work instead 
of the artist dictating its meaning. 
"I try to find images that are 
original and powerful enough to 
draw some kind of intellectual or 
emotional response from the 
audience," Scally, a senior art 
and English major, says. "Then 
they can bring a meaning to it 
Usually after I'm done with a 
piece, I'll have some sort of 
revelation: 'This is what this 
means to me,' but I don't usually 
know before then." 
"Strong," one of the first 
pieces Scally sculpted, has a 
meaning about the nature of 
women to her, she says. In the 
piece, a serene, stoneware 
rhinoceros is emerging from a 
somewhat turbulent-looking 
cave. 
"I was flipping through a book 
of animals, a children's book,... 
and I saw the rhinoceros. I really 
liked it because of the great folds 
in its skin," she says. 
After finishing the rhinoceros. 
she didn't know what to do with 
it. "About three or four in the 
morning, I suddenly thought, 
'Hey, I'll put it in a cave,'" she 
says. The cave turned out in the 
form of a uterus. 'To me, it sort 
of represented the strength that 
women have. The fact that it's a 
wild animal, too. You don't keep 
them as pets." 
Scally says that her work is 
extremely feminist dealing 
mainly with women's issues and 
psychological issues women 
encounter. 
"But, I don't like to say it's 
just feminist because then SO 
percent of the population 
assumes they can't relate," she 
says. 
Scally first started doing 
feminist artwork after a high 
school friend was raped. One 
night at about 4 a.m., she 
visualized her first feminist piece 
and was inspired to draw it. It 
was a picture of the friend who 
had been raped, only she was 
about 6 years old, bleeding with a 
hand coming toward her. 
"The next day, I was talking to 
her, I hadn't even told her about 
the picture, and she said, 'You 
know, I had this awful dream, 
and I think it was about the rape. 
I dreamt that I had this hand 
coming at me and pressing down 
on me.' Ever since then, I've 
stuck to trying to expose things 
and teach people, as opposed to 
trying to make pretty objects," 
Scally says. 
5»««rmB'»« 
Barnes is exposing things in a 
different way. 
Barnes, a senior Russian and 
mass communication major who 
is minoring in photography, will 
exhibit images done in an 
alternative photo process called 
gum printing. 
Gum printing takes a piece of 
paper, not the usual photo paper, 
and coats it with a light sensitive 
gum arabic, and the gum arabic 
can have color pigments in it to 
give the print color. Then the 
paper is exposed to light. Any of 
the parts of the paper that are 
exposed turn hard, then the whole 
thing is placed in water. 
She says it's hard to explain 
the reasoning behind her work 
because she's not quite sure what 
most of it means to her yet. "I 
really don't know why I did 
them. I know it's got something 
to do with women and possibly 
the treatment of them, possibly 
the changes women go through. 
But I don't know specifically at 
all what it had to do with." 
A couple of her pieces, 
"Laura" and "Seasons," present 
multiple copies of similar images 
with bright colors. "Diary" is 
made up of 20 different images 
of her housemate, Laura. 
"Seasons" has reproductions of 
the same image with different 
colored backgrounds. "I tend to 
work in series," Barnes says. 
Most of the time, Barnes says, 
her work doesn't have an 
extremely personal or deep 
meaning, it is mostly visual. But 
lately she has been working on 
images that do have a direct tie to 
her life. 
Last Christmas, her 
grandmother had a stroke, and as 
a result, she says she has trouble 
communicating. Several images 
that Barnes will exhibit, like 
"Communication Gap," deal with 
her grandmother. 
"Communication Gap" is a 
gum-printed image from an old 
photo of her grandmother. The 
image is overlaid with the 
Russian alphabet, which Barnes 
says represents the "blockage 
between our minds and her 
mind." 
"Communication Gap" also 
has her grandmother's signature 
gum printed on it. "It's the best 
Virginia Barnes 
(top left) and 
Gwyneth Scally 
(top right) have 
pieces on exhibit 
at the Zirfcle House 
starting tonight. 
'Strong,' (left) a 
sculpture by 
Scally, depicts a 
rhinoceros 
emerging from a 
cave. 
Photos by 
Melissa Campbell 
signature I've seen her make 
since her stroke," Barnes says. 
Other images of Barnes' 
grandmother have medical 
drawings by Leonardo da Vinci 
laid over them. "They deal with 
just the feeling of getting old and 
fading away," she says. 
Whether they have personal 
meanings behind their artwork or 
not, Scally and Barnes agree they 
would rather the viewer 
ultimately bring the meaning to 
their work. 
These works and several 
others by Scally and Barnes will 
be shown in Zirklc House on 
South Main Street from Feb. 28 
to March 4. The opening for the 
exhibit is tonight from 7 until 9. 
inuiiuiiun 1 • a .. 
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COURTESY Of SCOTTl BROS. RECORDS 
The Young Dubliners combine popular sound with the sounds of their homeland, Ireland, to 
create their own unique music. Their most recent CD is titled 'Rocky Road.' 
Luck o' the Irish manifests 
itself in release of album 
by Bill Johnson 
contributing writer 
As the music emerged from 
the speakers in the 
Mcgraw-Long Hall room, 
thoughts of leprechauns and 
shamrocks permeated the air. 
REVIEW 
The CD, Rocky Road, begins 
with the rich drawl of Irish 
dialect, but leads into a wealth of 
sound variety on an album that 
keeps the listerer interested until 
the end. 
The Young Dubliners — a 
band of seven Irishmen — 
recently released "Rocky Road." 
By blending a popular sound with 
a taste of their homeland, the 
Young Dubliners produce a 
sound unlike any other. 
The fiery intensity of the first 
track catches a listener's 
attention. The lyrics of "Rocky 
Road to Dublin" tell about the 
effort of the band's road to 
recording their latest album in 
Dublin. The song is an upbeat, 
fast tempo song that jumps out at 
you. 
The song begins with an 
acoustic folk sound, but 
after a few measures, it 
explodes into powerful guitar 
chords and even faster paced 
percussion. 
Aside from the impressive 
instrumental work, the CD offers 
a variety of vocal sounds. The 
ability of the vocalist to sing with 
the music creates a balanced 
piece. 
There are two lead vocalists, 
Keith Roberts and Paul O'Toole, 
but everyone in the band sings on 
this album. This adds even more 
variety to each song and makes 
similar music sound more 
individualistic. 
The vocals and instruments 
blend well to create a good 
mixture of tempo on this album 
that includes both fast and slow 
songs. There is even an 
instrumental. Randy Woolford 
plays both electric and acoustic 
guitar. Lovely Previn  plays the 
are impressive, the lyrics hold 
back the originality of the band 
With exception of perhaps one 
track, "The Rocky Road to 
Dublin," The Young Dubliners, 
like many bands, seem to sing 
those same songs merely in a 
slighdy different way. 
The theme of heart ache 
predominates the track. The song 
"Black and White," for example 
sounds a lot like Marian Carey's 
"All Alone in Love." 
But, The Young Dubliners 
communicate the feelings of 
unrequited love with a more 
By blending a popular sound with a 
taste of their homeland, the Young 
Dubliners produce a sound unlike any 
other. 
other guitar and in addition adds 
the sounds of both the viola and 
the violin. Bass guitar is played 
by Bren Holmes with Jon Mattox 
the drummer creating the 
percussion and adding the 
tambourine, salt shaker and tape 
box. 
With this variety of 
sound, divergent 
tempos and the 
emphasis on instrumental roles 
keep this album moving; it 
doesn't stay in one type of song 
or one feeling for too long. 
But "Rocky Road" does have its 
weaknesses. Though the vocals 
forceful instrumental 
accompaniement. This creates a 
more upbeat, optimistic view of 
love. 
Another disappointment is 
the CD's length. Though 
the variety in sounds is 
impressive, there is a feeling of 
being cheated because it only has 
six backs. 
To further explain die quality 
of The Young Dubliners' "Rocky 
Road," The Quad Scale will be 
used. Keep in mind that the worst 
lies on South Main Street, and the 
best ends up in the auditorium of 
Wilson Hall. 
Local band heats 
up Sunday services 
with fire of music 
by Patrick Blanchard 
 Staff writer'  
The old cliche about where 
there is smoke, there is fire 
holds, true today. 
But Holy Smoke isn't the 
typical college band. There is 
no electricity, and there are no 
drums. It's all acoustic guitars 
and harmonizing vocals. 
The acoustic band is a five- 
member combination of JMU 
students senior John Clarke, 
sophomore Teri Woodington, 
junior Sharon Bigger, 
freshman Jim McConneU and 
Presbyterian Campus Minister 
Rick HilL This, however, is 
not the original lineup. The 
band has changed members 
during its last two years. 
Holy Smoke was born as a 
dream of Hill's who said he 
had always wanted to be in a 
band. Hill knew people who 
played guitar and asked them 
to join him on Sundays at 
Trinity Presbyterian Church to 
play songs for fun. 
Electric at this time, Hill 
began to realize that loud 
electric music would not be 
appropriate for all the venus 
they planned on playing. So 
they decided on a new 
direction: acoustic. 
The band dropped all 
trappings of electricity and 
decided on a softer sound. 
They chose to forge ahead 
with acoustic guitars and 
harmonizing vocals to create a 
folkish sound reminiscent of 
Simon and Garfunkel. 
Hill explains how they 
chose the name "Holy Smoke" 
"We needed a name that 
reflected the religious element 
behind everything [we do]. 
But we're not all religious. 
We're a crossover," Hill says. 
"Faith talks to us even in 
secular music. We went 
through all sorts of names. 
Then, Holy Smoke came to me 
and it stuck." 
Clarke, who joined the band 
this year likes what the band's 
name stands for. "We have a 
good time when we get 
together,when we mesh our 
voices together," he says; 
But it's not all fun and 
games. 
Holy Smoke practices once 
or twice a week for at least 
two hours at a time at 
Presbyterian Campus Ministry 
Center. 
"One OT fO of us bring 
songs on tape," Bigger says. 
"We've typed out the words 
and chords on paper. We try to 
pick it up. We have s,ome 
really talented guitarists, Rick 
Hill and Jim McConneU, who 
can usually pick it up." 
Then they work on 
developing harmony. They can 
spend whole rehearsals trying 
to figure out the harmony to 
one song. 
This harmony is based on a 
mixture of musical styles. 
Clark classifies Holy 
Smoke's music as "folk rock 
with no drummer." 
But Woodington says, 
"We're a mixed bag as far as 
music goes." 
They delve into Top 40 
with songs like "River of 
Dreams" as well as older 
songs like "Amy" and "Seven 
Bridges Road." 
McConneU and Hill write 
their own songs as well. 
Basically, the choice of music 
is whatever the band thinks 
will sound good, both to them 
and their audience. 
Since the band's humble 
beginnings at Trinity 
Presbyterian Church, they 
have grown and now take their 
show on the road. They play at 
what Clark likes to call "low- 
key functions,** such as some 
small programs and 
ceremonies. They have even 
played in some residence halls 
this year. 
But they aren't low-key all 
the time. They performed at a 
reception after a show of 
"Everybody Comes to Rick's" 
this semester. 
Two or three times a 
semester, they take stage at 
Cafe on the Commons, 
sponsored by Presbyterian 
Campus Ministry. 
They even played at this 
year's Homecoming Review, 
the talent show the week 
before Homecoming, where 
they took second place in that 
competition. This shows that 
their soft style can compete 
with other wider styles. 
Proving that their softer 
acoustic style has a place on 
this campus, they will be 
playing with an assortment of 
other campus bands that 
include Fried Moose and 
Chihuahua on March 20 in the 
P.C. Ballroom. 
Holy Smoke isn't out there 
to make a great disturbance. 
Holy Smoke is out there, as 
Clark says, "basically for 
fan/*  :: 
They have a strong devotion 
to their music, and it's 
meaningful because of the 
element of faith behind U. 
After all, there is no Holy 
Smoke without a fire. 
■^■■■m 
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Audience hears between the lines of duo 
by Stephanie Kriner 
 asst. style editor 
Mellow, contemplative music 
— enoyed during a solitary night 
at home or in a bar with friends 
— characterize Between the 
Lines, a duo performing at 
Joker's tonight. 
REVIEW 
Poetic lyrics captured by a 
piercing voice and coupled with a 
run-away mix of folk, jazz and 
rock sounds are suited for those 
who like to dissect their musk, as 
well as for those who prefer 
simple easy-listening. 
Between the Lines' expressive 
music and passionate vocals give 
meaning to lyrics about wishes, 
unanswered love and romantic 
rendezvous. 
Vocalist Kristin Kundhart's 
vicarious voice brings these 
experiences to life in the 
sentiments of listeners, while her 
counterpart, Joseph Brenna 
subdues her with his soft, yet 
expressive guitar strums. 
They're actually an 
interestingly complemantary pair. 
Kundhart's background in 
classical voice contrasts with 
Brenna's electric guitar base. 
And the unique result is 
capitalized in their recently 
released self-titled compact disc. 
"Between the Lines.'' 
"Sea of Wishes" typifies this 
potpourri style, whose scent has 
a distinct mix of styles. 
Kundhart's intense voice gives its 
simple lyrics renewed meaning. 
Her dramatic expression captures 
the agony of unrequited love and 
unfulfilled promises with too- 
close- for-comfort intensity. 
Set beside a mix of restrained 
guitar, percussion and accordion, 
the tone is relaxed for easy 
listening. This track, like several 
of the others, includes 
contributions from former New 
Bohemians bass player Brad 
Houser, percussionist Jamal 
Mohmed, drummer Martin 
McCall and accordion player 
Kim Corbet. 
The CD also includes some 
enjoyable twists. Brenna's 
intimate guitar piece, 
"Donnegan's Rose," for example, 
gives listeners a chance to 
concentrate on the music without 
being drawn to Kundhart's 
endearing voice. 
Another one of these twists, 
however, unfortunately suits its 
name. Luckily, though, "Big 
Scare" is not the first track 
because listeners would delve no 
further. Its rigid mood is felt in 
the vocals, unlikely lyrics and 
music — it interrupts an 
otherwise smoothly flowing set 
The rest of the CD includes 
COURTESY OF WHAT ARE RECORDS 
Joseph Brenna and Kristen Kundhart of Between the Lines will perform at Joker's tonight. 
both some catchy tunes like "My 
Move," and some heart-felt 
melodies like "The Letter." Its 
diverse make up creates an 
acceptance among a fair range of 
musical tastes. 
"Between the Lines" is a 
perfect match for Joker's where 
"Eddie from Ohio" fans are likely 
to appreciate the spirit of this 
folksy, coffeehouse oriented duo. 
The duo has been hailed as 
such in places where they have 
performed    in    clubs    from 
Washington to New Jersey to 
Dallas. Their present tour will 
take them from Texas to New 
England. 
The New Jersey based pair 
will perform at Joker's tonight at 
10:30 p.m. 
Summer season for theatre and 
dance in the Valley announced 
by Anne Marriott 
style editor 
Communit) and college will unite this 
summer in a joint venture to create a 
summer season of theatre and dance for 
the Shenandoah Valley. 
"It's good news for the greater 
Harrisonburg area," said Tom Arthur, 
director of the School of Theatre and 
Dance. 
At a press conference Thursday in the 
Convocation Center, JMU president 
Ronald Carrier announced the teaming of 
the School of Theatre and Dance and the 
Richmond-based Blue Ridge Theatre 
Festival for the summer season. "Cotton 
Patch Gospel," "Biloxi Blues" and a dance 
concert by thompson and trammell are on 
the agenda for the summer. 
"It has the potential to be a really great 
thing for the JMU community and the 
Harrisonburg community," Cynthia 
Thompson, member of thompson and 
trammell, said of the venture. 
Students and professional actors will 
perform in the shows. 
The decision to merge comes after three 
years of studying - the needs of 
Rockingham County fine arts. 
The reasoning behind the new program 
is in part to generate interest in the 
performing arts throughout the 
Shenandoah Valley. Bev Appleton, 
producing artistic director of BRTF, said 
the program is designed to get children 
and adults involved and interested in the 
performing arts.  
MAGGIE WCLTER 
Bev Appleton announces the joint 
venture of the summer season. 
Carrier said that he hopes the endeavor 
will generate enough interest in 
performing arts in the Valley to justify 
building a 16,000-17,000-seat arena for 
the performing arts. This arena would be 
big enough to house Broadway-size 
shows, Carrier said. 
"I feel it is essential to the vigor of the 
community that we make this commitment 
to the performing arts center," Carrier 
said. 
Bands battle for top spot 
in Rockfest competition 
by Jason Corner 
st^ writer ' 
Along with the sounds of spring, in 
April JMU students will hear the driving 
drums and roaring guitars of Rockfest 
"94. 
Rockfest is sponsored by Kappa 
Kappa Psi and Tan Beta Epsilon, a 
service fraternity and sorority for 
students with an interest in music. 
Because of this interest, they have been 
running Rockfest since 1989 — 
previously with the name "Battle of the 
Bands" — in order to provide 
entertainment for students and free 
publicity for student bands. 
:
-:\ "We enjoy putting it on because it 
gives exposure to bands in the JMU 
community," senior Jennifer LeLacheur, 
president of Tau Beta Epsilon, says. 
It will be held in P.C Ballroom on 
April 1, starting at 7 p.m. and will last 
; until midnight. The two organizations 
have been holding the annual event 
since 1989, although it did not occur last 
spring due to structural damage to the 
P.C Ballroom. 
There wilt be an admission charge, 
but the event is intended more to give an 
opportunity to perform to student 
musicians than to raise money. 
*It's not a money maker, we just do it 
to help bands," says junior Sherry 
Gowel 1, a member of Tau Beta Epsilon. 
After cash prizes are awarded to 
winning bands and expenses are paid 
for sound equipment and judges, there is 
a profit for the organizations, but it's 
usually negligible, LeLacheur says. 
Aside from the cash prizes, the 
winning bands will have other 
opportunities. Junior Shawn Miller of 
Kappa Kappa Psi says they may include 
free recording time in JMU's recording 
studio or — as in the 1992 Battle of the 
Bands — will receive free use of sound 
equipment to perform a gig. 
Senior Alex Laise was bassist for the 
'now-defunct band Haze that took 
second place in 1992. In addition to the 
cash prize, they were asked to share the 
gig at Joker's with first place winners 
Psuede Farm. "We got a cash prize, but 
we didn't want to win because of the 
money," Laise says, adding that he was 
more interested in the opportunity to 
perform. 
"I thought it was a good opportunity 
for the bands, and it was a wide range of 
music,", junior Karen Tenreiro, a 
spectator, said about 1992's event 
Bands interested in performing can 
pick up an application in the from 
lobbies of either Duke Hall or the Music 
Building before 11 a.m during the week, 
or can write to JMU Rockfest at P.O. 
Box 6631. 
*^We usually get five to eight bands 
applying," LeLacheur says. 
frtitff; r«irii"n tfi. -» 
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Each fully furnished 
4 bedroom apartment 
comes with: 
Free Cable television 
(a $650 savings - includes 
HBO/HTS/MTV/ESPN/etc.) 
Double bed in each bedroom 
Full size washer and dryer 
5 Telephone hookups - one in the 
kitchen and one in each bedroom 
5 Cable hookups - one in the 
living room and one 
in each bedroom 
Built in microwave oven 
Patio or balcony 
Free Water and Sewer 
Free trash pick-up 
Full time maintenance 
Confused About Where to Live? 
PURCELL 
PARK 
iff n / ^ 
JAMES 
MADISON 
UNIVERSITY 
THE 
COMMON^ 
Office Hours 
Mon.-Fri.- 9-5:30 
Sat. & Sun. 11-4:30 
Call The 
Commons 
today at 
432-0600 
and get off 
campus 
this fall! 
869-B PORT REPUBLIC RD. 
i# 4-.&.-(.J "j iv i ui» J 
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Sports 
MKE HEFFNER 
Senior forward Michael Venson (above) attempts 
a hook shot, while junior guard Dennis Leonard 
drives for the basket in yesterday's game. 
MAGGIE WELTER 
JMU downs Spiders in fight to the finish 
Culuko's six three-pointers help Dukes earn fifth straight first-place crown in CM 
by Mike Wissot 
staffwriter 
Entering the season as a Colonial 
Athletic Association underdog, the JMU 
men's basketball team managed to 
overcome the odds and shock everyone 
but itself with its fifth consecutive regular 
season conference title. 
The Dukes beat 
Richmond 80-78 in 
front of an 
electrifying home 
crowd Saturday, upping their overall 
record to 17-8,10-4 in the CAA, tying Old 
Dominion for the best record in the CAA. 
Old Dominion won a coin flip and will 
hold the top seed in this weekend's CAA 
tournament. 
"Seventeen wins with this ball club is 
very pleasing to me," head coach Lefty 
Driesell said. "I think we got a lot out of 
them, and we still have to win that 
tournament.'' 
Senior forward Clayton Riuer scored a 
team-high 22 points while junior forward 
Louis Rowe shot 6-for-8 for 16 points. 
Junior guard Kent Culuko stole the 
show with his outside shooting, drilling 
six-of-ninc from three-point country and 
finished with 20 points. 
"I had to step it up a little because I 
haven't been playing well the last couple 
of games," Culuko said. "Coach wanted 
me to shoot the ball tonight, so I came out 
with a lot of confidence." 
The Dukes, who rank among the 
nation's leaders in field goal shooting at 
50.1 percent, connected for 60.4 percent. 
Richmond fell to 13-13,8-6. The Dukes 
and Spiders have split the regular-season 
series for seven of the last eight seasons. 
Junior guard Kass Weaver led 
Richmond with 25 points. 
"Kass played very well and came up 
with some very big shots," UR coach Bill 
Dooley said. "But (JMU] did a pretty good 
job defending him the last 10 minutes or 
so, just by playing very physically." 
The Dukes, who were ranked last in the 
CAA in rebounding, grabbed only 17 on 
the night In the fust half alone, JMU was 
outrebounded 14-6. 
"That's the story of our ballclub," 
Driesell said. "It would be nice if we had a 
stronger rebounding team, but we don't." 
After the Dukes tied the game at 24 
with 10 minutes remaining until halftime, 
the Spiders broke away with a 20-6 run. 
Trailing by 14 points, JMU shortened 
the deficit to six as the first half ended, 
helped by two three-pointers by Culuko. 
"I think the momentum switched a little 
bit when we went into the second half," 
Culuko said. "We started to make them 
play our game, which was something we 
didn't do for most of the first half." 
With under one minute in regulation 
and the score tied at 75, Rowe denied a 
Weaver shot and forced a jump ball. The 
Dukes got the ball on the possesion arrow. 
JMU ran the game clock down to under 
15 seconds when Leonard drove hard to 
die basket and scored the go-ahead basket 
on a lay up from the left side of the hoop. 
The Dukes' lead was cut to one after 
senior guard Gerald Jarmon connected on 
one of two free throws. Culuko was then 
fouled, and hit both free throws to lift the 
JMU lead to 79-76 with 11 seconds left. 
Richmond senior guard Eugene 
Burroughs worked the ball upcourt, and 
narrowly stepped over the three-point line 
as he drained a jumper with three seconds 
left, leaving UR down by one, 79-78. 
"There was a flurry of players, so it was 
difficult for [Burroughs] to see the line 
and still get a good look at the basket," 
Dooley said. "But there's no question that 
it was a two-point shot. The referee was 
right there and his foot was over the line." 
After a Leonard free throw, Richmond 
failed on a desperation half court shot. 
The win marks the final regular season 
home game for Riuer and senior forward 
Michael Venson. 
In Ri tier's four years at JMU, the Dukes 
were 47-6 at the Convocation Center. 
Venson, who transferred from 
Georgetown after his freshman year, 
compiled a 36-5 mark at home during his 
three years. 
Both have seen JMU rip through the 
regular season and falter in the CAA 
tournament. 
"With the tournament coming up, 
we've got to just go out there and play 
hard every night for the three days that 
we'll be out there," Venson said. "I'm just 
satisfied with this year's victories. We had 
our ups and downs, but it all paid off." 
The Dukes end their regular season at 
UNC-Charlotte tonight before the CAA 
Championships. 
"We're going down there [to Charlotte] 
to win," Driesell said. "Hopefully, it will 
help us for the tournament. We're playing 
a very good ball club, and if we can go 
down there and get a win, then we'll get 
some more confidence. 
"We've got to do everything we can to 
win the tournament," Driesell added. "If 
any of you got any suggestions, tell me." 
DUKES NOTES 
Driesell has reportedly expressed 
interest in becoming the head coach at 
Clemson, where head coach Cliff Ellis 
will resign at the end of the season. 
"Right now I'm interested in winning.. 
. the CAA tournament," Driesell told the 
Washington Post last week. "When [it's] 
over with, I'll evaluate what's best for my 
family, myself, and my career and go from 
there." u 
Richmond (78) 
tg       n       reb 
min m-a    m-a    <>-!      a lo   pf   Ip 
Weaver      40     11-16 2-6     0-5     2 1    2     25 
Jarmon       37    6-14   3-4     0-1     0 2    3     16 
Bacole        9       1-2     0-0     0-10 2    12 
Wall 16    0-0     0-0    0-2    0 1    3     0 
Edwards    3      1-1     0-0    0-0    0 0   2     2 
Burroughs  34     3-6     0-0     2-4     4 2    1      6 
Hodges       37    6-11    5-5     4-8     3 3    4     18 
Meizger      24     4-5      1-2     5-7     0 14     9 
Totals        200  32-55 11-17 12-29 9 12 20  78 
Percentages: FG—58.2, FT—64.7, 3-point goals— 
3-9. 33.3 (Weaver 1-3. Jarmon 1-4. Hodges 1-2) 
JMU (110) 
tx       n       reb 
min m-a    m-a   o-t     ■    lo pi  tp 
Rowe 38    6-8     4-7    1-3    2    3    4    16 
Riuer 39    9-16   3-3    0-2    4    2    4    22 
Robinson 4 0-0 0-0 0-0 0 0 0 0 
Culuko 39 6-9 2-2 0-5 10 4 20 
Leonard 34 4-9 3-4 1-2 4 3 3 12 
McLinton 9 1-3 0-0 0-0 0 0 12 
Venson 36 3-3 2-3 1-5 13 3 t 
Lou 10-00-00-00000 
Totals        200  29-48 14-19 3-17   12   11   19   80 
Percentages: FG—60.4, FT—73.7.3-point goals—8- 
13.61JS (Rowe 0-1. Culuko 6-9. Leonard 1-2. Riuer 
11) 
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Tfte fdlioiMmf people hat>e been chosen as the 1994/9!  
editorial staff\ good luck in the coming yei 
News editors: Cyndy Liedtke, Jennifer Overman 
ews editor: Cristie Breep        Photo editor: Mike Heffner 
the ditor: Karen Brewer Assi.photO editor: Lorrin Wolf 
Sports editor: Alison Boyee 
Asst sports editor: Craig 
editor: C J. Grebb 
editor: Larry Coope 
sstjocus editor: Sharon LaRowe     Sfyfe editor: Steriianie Km^  
OpiniM editor: Mark Button iisst stfyfe editor: Karen McLaiighlin 
Won't You Be My Neighbor? 
l»! 
♦Individual Leases 
♦Unparalled On-Site Management 
& Maintenance Service 
♦24 Hour Emergency Maintenance Service 
♦Double Beds Available 
♦Microwaves 
♦Basketball Court 
♦Volleyball Court 
♦Covered Bus Shelter 
♦Bus Pickup Every 15 Minutes 
♦Short Walk to JMU 
♦Full-Size Washer & Dryer 
♦Ample, Well-Lighted Parking 
♦Spring Block Party 
Ashby Crossing 
CROSSING 
1235-F Devon Lane, 
Harrisonburg, VA 22801 
432-1001 
Office Hours:   9-5 Monday-Friday 
10-4 Saturday 
Equal Housing 
Opportunity 
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Dukes sweep Bucknell in weekend series 
byMikeWissot 
staff writer 
The JMU baseball team sent 
out a strong message in its 
opening weekend, sweeping the 
Bucknell Bison in a trio of games 
at Long Field/Mauck Stadium to 
open the new season. 
After winning a doubleheadcr 
(11-3 and 9-3) on Saturday, the 
Dukes came back to destroy the 
Bison 26-8 yesterday. The 26 
runs were the second most ever 
scored by a JMU team, falling 
one runs short of the '3am record 
of 27. 
"We're, extremely happy with 
the way we played this weekend, 
especially from an offensive 
standpoint," first-year head coach 
Kevin Anderson said. "Each 
player contributed something 
positive." 
Sophomore centerfielder Joe 
Higman led Sunday's massacre, 
belling two home runs and two 
singles for his four at-bats. 
He batted .667 on the 
weekend, including three home 
runs, eight RBI and six runs 
scored. 
Senior designated hitter Chris 
Williams went 7-for-12 at the 
plate and scored six times, while 
junior second baseman Kevin 
Nehring, who is being moved 
from his first base position he 
played last season, picked up 
seven hits and four RBI. 
The Bison jumped on the 
Dukes early as senior left fielder 
and lead-off hitter Don 
DenBleyker homered off junior 
pitcher Scott Forster. 
After JMU retaliated with two 
runs in the bottom of the first, 
Bucknell returned the favor in the 
JMU's sophomore centerfielder Joe Higman gets congratulated by teammates after hitting his third 
MAGGIE WELTER 
homerun in three games. 
next inning with a pair of runs. 
Forster's first outing ended 
early, after yielding three earned 
runs and seven hits in three 
innings. 
"The pitching will definitely 
improve as the season goes on," 
Anderson said. "That's the key to 
our season and Scon is going to 
produce for us in a big way." 
The Dukes scored four runs in 
the third inning, highlighted by a 
Higman homer over the left field 
fence. 
TODDLAPLANTE 
Former athletic director Dean EMers was presented with a game jersey before the season opener. 
"I actually got lucky, being on 
my front side and hit a curve ball 
which had enough bat on it get 
out," Higman said. "I think the 
wind helped me a little too." 
In the fourth inning, JMU 
continued its hitting display 
across the diamond, scoring 
another five runs to give the team 
a 12-4 lead. 
Bucknell shortened its deficit 
to five in the sixth, only to watch 
sophomore pitcher Matt Gorski 
give up five runs in the bottom of 
that inning, including Higman's 
second home run of the game, 
11th in his career. 
Anderson made a number of 
substitutions midway throughout 
the ball game. 
"Coach is brilliant as far as 
substitutions go, what to do to 
win, and what talent to utilize," 
Williams said. "We, as players, 
need to swallow our individual 
pride and see that his decision is 
for good reasons." 
Sophomore third baseman Jay 
Johnson started another scoring 
tear in the seventh with a 
towering two-run homer to left 
field. 
Sophomore catcher Paul Koch 
and sophomore first baseman 
Mike Mattix followed with a 
couple of singles before freshman 
left fielder Macey Brooks 
knocked in Koch with a line- 
drive double to left-center. 
Later in the inning, sophomore 
right fielder Bobby Rubin, who 
batted in Higman's spot, blasted 
a grand slam to cap off a nine-run 
inning. Every JMU player who 
scored that inning, except 
Johnson, had come into the game 
off the bench. 
"We have a wealth of talent on 
the team," Williams said. "There 
are a lot of talented young guys 
and it's going to be tougher down 
the line to make as many 
substitutions, but we have the 
players to get the job done." 
Freshman right-handed pitcher 
Derrick Cook picked up his first 
career win, allowing no runs and 
one hit in two innings of relief. 
Anderson said that the Dukes 
not only did well defensively by 
not committing any errors, but 
also in causing Bucknell to make 
some of their own. 
"Our players forced the action 
at all times," Anderson said. 
"They did a great job in applying 
pressure where the defense 
makes mistakes." 
JMU plays another home game 
against Georgetown Tuesday at 3 
p.m. before heading on the road 
against Virginia Commonwealth 
Wednesday at 4 p.m. 
The Dukes play 10 
consecutive games (including 
two doubleheaders) on the road 
next week from March 5 through 
March 13. 
"We're very happy to be 3-0 
because this is a very good 
confidence builder for us," 
Anderson said. "It's great to see 
this team come together and I'm 
glad to be a part of it" 
»   »   •   V   «   •   • !»,.».. f. ■   l.   ■   I   . 
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Dukes roll over inexperienced ECU 
Young team of Pirates unable to hold own against JMU, downed 83-50 
_.•. 
ib 
by Craig Landis 
staffwriter 
Graduate five starters, and you may 
have a difficult season. Add to that a roster 
where nine of 11 players are freshman or 
sophomores, and the problems could be 
insurmountable. 
East Carolina woman's basketball 
coach Rosie Thompson has had all this to 
deal with as her 2-21 Pirates dropped 
another game, 83-50, to JMU, in the 
Convocation Center on Sunday. 
"When your team doesn't show up to 
play, there's not much you can do," 
Thompson said. 
The win puts the Dukes' record at 15- 
10, 9-4 in the Colonial Athletic 
Association. William & Mary's win over 
George Mason on Sunday puts JMU in a 
three-way tie with GMU and W&M for 
second place with one conference game 
remaining. 
Sophomore forward Jackie Pratt and 
junior forward Kara Ratliff each scored a 
game-high 14 points to lead the Dukes. 
Freshman forward Sarah Schreib hit for 13 
points and pulled in eight rebounds. 
As they have been all season, JMU was 
solid on the boards, with a 51-30 
rebounding edge over the Pirates. 
Ratliff said ECU'S lack of height and 
JMU's intensity were the major 
differences Sunday. 
"I think we did really well on our inside 
game," she said. "It has something to do 
with die height, but we fought for it." 
JMU head coach Shelia Moorman 
agreed, citing defense as the key to her 
team's 33-point rout 
"I thought our defense was solid," she 
said. "The way they played in the first half 
was by far the best we've seen them play. 
"I think our front line are pretty decent 
rebounders. We try to emphasize that 
everyone has a responsibility to rebound," 
she added. 
ECU jumped out to a 16-7 lead early in 
the first half, as JMU's defense was slow 
to react in the opening minutes of play. A 
16-2 JMU run put the Dukes ahead for 
good with five minutes left in the half, 23- 
18. 
Jackie Pratt's lay up put the Dukes up 
by seven and JMU upped the lead to nine 
by halftime. 
After trading baskets for the first five 
minutes of the second half, JMU 
devastated the Pirates with a 21-2 run 
during a 10-minute span. The Dukes' 
rebounding and inside play proved 
overwhelming for ECU, with JMU 
opening the game up by more than 20 
points by the end of the game. 
"We've been a first-half team all year," 
Moorman said "The last two games we've 
blown it out in the second half. We just 
stayed after the defense. I think they ran 
into a brick wall." 
Thompson said no one could foresee the 
problems this season has brought for East 
Carolina. 
"I thought it was going to be rough, but 
not this rough," Thompson said. "In terms 
of being 2-21, if you would*ve asked me 
years ago, I'd say it would never happen." 
JMU next takes on Richmond in the 
Robins Center on Thursday before 
preparing for the CAA Championships. 
The tournament will be held in 
Harrisonburg March 10-12. 
MAGGIE WELTER 
Sophomore forward Heather Hopkins dribbles past an ECU defender yesterday. 
East Carolina (50) 
|      II     St 
Mia m-a    m-a    o-t a to  af   tp 
Allpress     14    1-6     2-3    0-1 2 3   4    4 
BUckmon  26    3-4     1-1     1-5 0 12    7 
Hayes        22    1-4     1-2    0-4 1 0   2    3 
Chrleswnh 37    3-6     3-3     1-2 2 6   3     10 
Baker        33    2-7     3-4    0-3 2 8   4    7 
Cagle 17    0-2     3-4     0-1 1 12    3 
Rodgerson 7       2-3      0-0     0-0 0 0    2     5 
James 14    2-6     0-0    04 1 4   2    4 
Sunon        9      1-2     1-2    0-4 0 0   2    3 
Wallentrom4     04     00    04 0 0   0   0 
Kdley 17    2-6     OO     04 0 0   2    4 
Totals 200 17-46 14-19 2-30 9 23 25 50 
Perceatages: FG—374, FT—73.7,3-point goals— 
2-6, 33.3 (Allpress 0-3, Charieiwonh 1-1. Baker 0-1, 
Rodgenon 1-1) 
JMU (83) 
fg      n       reb 
ml* m-a    M-a   o-t      a to   pf   tp 
Sdircib      24    4-10   4-5     2-8     3 12    13 
Ratliff       32    5-13   4-6    4-10   1 1    2    14 
Hopkins     27    3-7     3-4    7-10  0 2    19 
Heinbaugh 26    4-14   1-2    0-2    2 3   2    10 
Powell       23    2-8     3-4    2-3     6 1    2     7 
Lee 16    0-2     3-5     1-2     4 0   3     3 
Homer      6      1-2     04)    2-4     0 0   0     2 
Plan 17     6-9      2-2     0-0      1 1    2      14 
Williams     4       1-1      04    0-3     0 0    1       2 
Turczyn      10    1-3     04    0-2    0 0   2      2 
Algeo        IS    2-2     3-5     1-4     2 10      7 
ToUb 200 29-71 23-33 21-51 19 10 17 S3 
Percentages: FG—48.8. FT-69.6,3-point goals—2- 
9.22.2 (Schreib 1-3. Ratliff 1-4, Powell 0-1, \ac 0-1) 
Swim & dive 
prepares for 
competitions 
by Chris Tiernan 
 stoffwriter  
Success did not end for JMU 
women's swimming after capturing 
the CAA championship. 
The JMU women's swimming 
team finished sixth at the EWSL 
Championships, held February 24-26 
in Princeton, N J. 
"Coming off a tough CAA 
tournament, the team did not suffer a 
letdown. I am happy with our 
performance," women's coach Judy 
Wolfe said. 
In team competition, JMU 
finished with 316.5 points. Finishing 
above JMU were Yale (366), Cornell 
(418.5), Brown (457.5), Harvard 
(518.5) and Princeton, who finished 
with 718 points. 
Senior Erin McDonnell placed 
fourth in the 500-yard freestyle, 
eclipsing her own record with a 
4:58.77 time. McDonnell also set a 
JMU record in the one-mile freestyle 
with a time of 17:06.66 time. Senior 
Marcy Lipp posted a 400 individual 
medley preliminary time of 4:30.73, 
a JMU record. 
Other JMU standouts were 
sophomore Kristen David and 
freshman Wendy Bryant. David 
finished ninth in the 50 freestyle and 
100 freestyle. Bryant placed seventh 
in the 100 backstroke. 
For JMU men's swimming, 
postseason will resume on 
Wednesday. 
After claiming the CAA crown, 
the JMU men's swimming team will 
travel to Rutgers University March 
2 to defend its title as ECAC 
Tournament champions. 
Coach Brooks Teal continues to 
try and maintain the peak condition 
of the swimmers but is aware of the 
hazards of over practicing. 
"We are having short practices 
this week," Teal said. "We will 
mainly concentrate on the basics of 
pace, technique and speed." 
The ECAC Tournament 
determines who will participate in 
NCAA competition in late March. 
With the 20 top East Coast teams 
competing, only a select few will 
advance. 
JMU's hopeful is junior Mark 
Gabriele. For Gabrielc, a 100 yard 
and 200 yard butterfly specialist, the 
ECAC Tournament has been a year's 
wait. 
"At the ECAC last year, I missed 
qualifying for the NCAA's by one 
one-hundredth of a second," 
Gabriele said. "That has driven me 
all year long." 
Junior Gian Pozzolini also looks 
forward to the ECAC Tournament 
with much anticipation.Pozzolini 
hopes to gain an NCAA berth by 
winning the 100-meter backstroke. 
According to Teal, freshman Ryan 
Frost, who set a CAA record in the 
100 meter breaststroke, is also 
within striking distance to gain an 
NCAA berth. 
»» 
Going to NCAAs isn't everything 
Outcome of CAA Tournament should not determine success of season 
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Mediocre! In response to critics who 
pin this label on the men's basketball 
team, I suggest a re-evaluation of opinion. 
Does mediocrity suggest that five 
consecutive regular season Colonial 
Athletic Association championships meant 
nothing because the Dukes failed to make 
the NCAA Tournament? 
I'm tired of hearing it. I'm tired of 
hearing people say that the regular 
season doesn't mean anything. I'm 
tired of hearing about JMU's tradition 
of losing in the CAA Tournament. 
Timeout! Let's take a glance back 
at what this year's team has 
accomplished in picking up its fifth 
regular season title. 
Entering the season, talk in the 
CAA focused on Old Dominion. JMU 
had lost four starters, and ODU was 
supposed to have little trouble winning the 
conference. 
The Dukes lost Jeff Chambers and Paul 
Carter to graduation, and JMU's small 
frontcourt would have to be led by an 
unproven Clayton Rittcr. Kent Culuko was 
coming off of a disappointing sophomore 
season, and no one even knew who 
Dennis Leonard and Lou Rowe were. 
Now, it is late February, and the Dukes 
find themselves on top with Old Dominion 
after a heated CAA race. But it seems that 
some fans at JMU have disregarded this 
fact because, after all, nothing matters if 
you don't win the tournament. 
What I don't understand is why a 
team's season is often deemed a failure if 
it is denied an invitation to the big dance. 
Before I go on, let me make it clear that 
I am in no way insinuating that JMU will 
not win the CAA Tournament. 
My point is that whatever happens in 
Richmond this weekend should neither 
overshadow the accomplishments of this 
season, nor determine whether or not the 
season was a success. 
1 Sports Commentary 
— Kevin Finch 
Ritter has developed into a dominant 
post player and is a candidate for CAA 
Player of the Year. He currently leads the 
CAA in field goal percentage. And Culuko 
is among the nation's leaders in both free- 
throw percentage and three-pointers. 
Lou Rowe has shown that he can 
absolutely take over a game, as American 
coach Chris Knoche remarked after the 
Eagles lost to JMU. 
The Dukes have lost only one home 
game this season, and anyone who 
attended the JMU-George Mason game 
will never forget Kareem Robinson's dunk 
that didn't count but nearly brought the 
Convo crashing down. 
This is just one play in one game in 
what has been an exciting season, and 
FICIAL RING COMPANY 
FOR CLASS OF 1995 
MARCH 1-2 
9:00 a.m.- 4 p.m. 
WARREN CENTER- DOWNSTAIRS LOBBY 
mm* I'AYMKNT PLANS A\ All ABLE 
that's what college basketball is all about. 
I am only a sophomore, and some might 
say that I cannot possibly understand the 
frustration of the past four years. This may 
indeed be true, but I was in Richmond last 
year. I was there when Bryan Edwards' 
three-pointer to tie ECU was denied by an 
unkind rim. 
As a fan, would I have traded JMU's 
season for ECU'S season and a trip to 
the NCAA Tournament? 
NO WAY! ECU finished the 
season 14-16 and 4-10 in the CAA, 
while the Dukes were 21-9 and tied 
for the regular season crown. 
ECU's highlights were a win 
over JMU and a blowout at the hands 
of North Carolina in the first round of 
the tournament. CBS televised that 
game for about two minutes. Meanwhile, 
JMU fans witnessed an entire season of 
excitement and success, including a win 
over nationally ranked California. 
As long as a post-season tournament 
determines a bid to the NCAA 
Tournament, there will be those fans who 
argue that the regular season means 
nothing. This is only true if you believe 
that a trip to the big dance is everything. It 
is not. 
College basketball is about three- 
pointers, slam dunks and buzzer beaters. 
It's about the Electric Zoo, pep bands, 
cheerleaders and loud fans. 
We have all of this at JMU, plus five 
regular season championships. It should 
not be taken for granted. 
COACH ADMITS TO NCAA 
VIOLATIONS: Coastal Carolina 
men's basketball head coach Russ 
Bergman said seeing the movie "Blue 
Chips," prompted him to admit to 
NCAA violations according to a 
Washington Post report 
Bergman said that he illegally 
purchased plane tickets for two 
players. "Blue Chips" is a movie 
about a basketball coach who is 
struggling to produce a winner while 
still abiding by the rules. 
Bergman revealed that he bought 
tickets for one player, Mohammed 
Acha, who was stranded in New York 
when he received the ticket. Another 
player, Dennis Pierce, used his ticket 
to travel home for Christmas. 
NCAA TO HIRE MINORITIES: 
NCAA executive director Cedric 
Dempsey announced last week that he 
will hire two black individuals to fill 
upper management vacancies, 
marking the first time that a minority 
held a top position in the 
organization, according to a 
Washington Post report. 
AH 14 of the NCAA's top 
management positions are white. 
The announcement comes at a time 
of conflict between the Black 
Coaches Association and the NCAA. 
Dempsey told The Washington Post 
that "the major issue is that the black 
coaches don't trust the NCAA. We 
have to re-open the dialogue." 
f 
/ A v / \ -•; I   \ ■■■■-   ;.■■/ ^tv&x' 
DON'T MISS THE MOST EXCITING SWIMWEAR 
COLLECTION IN CENTRAL VIRIGINIA 
FRBEfTyU 
For the f reespirit in all of us 
ROUTE 29 N 804-978-4091 CHARLOTTESVILLE 
jazzercise 
FITNESS CENTER 
100 WATERMAN DRIVE 
564-1237 
X 
® 
ONE CLASS    $3 
8 CLASSES    $22 
12 CLASSES    $28 
UNLIMITED     $32 
(PER MONTH) 
coupem- 
7HIS   IS 
JAZZERCISE! 
{£ ^ _T one month 
KJ)£D UNLIMITED PASS I 
NOT VALID WITH ANY OTHER OFFER 
_______  KXP 3/3 1_M J 
IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS. OR 
WOULD LIKE A CLASS SCHEDULE, 
PLEASE CALL CERTIFIED INSTRUCTOR 
JENNIFER BURCH AT 564-1237. 
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rS SPORTS 
« HIGHLIGHTS 
WOMEN'S SWIMMING & 
DIVING 
Eastern Women's Swimming 
League Championships 
Feb. 24-26 
Princeton, N J. 
Top JMU finishes 
Feb. 24: 
200 freestyle relay — 5. David, 
McDonnell, Webber, Bryant, 1:38.02 
500 freestyle — 4. McDonnell, 4:48.77 
(broke school record in prelims with 
time of 4:58.32) 
50 freestyle — 9. David, 24.25 
One-meter diving — 19. Kuehl, 283.15 
400 medley relay — 7. Luviano, 
Buliema, Noonan, David, 3:56.12 
Feb. 25 
200 medley relay — 6. Luviano, 
Bultema, Santoro, Bryant, 1:48.73 
400 individual medley — 8. Lipp, 
4:33.45 (broke school record in prelims 
with time pf 4:30.73) 
100 butterfly — 8. Noonan, 58.72 
200 freestyle — 8. Andrews, 1:55.47 
100 backstroke — 7. Bryant, 58.45 
800 freestyle relay — 7. McDonnell, 
Zipf, David, Andrews, 7:42.30 
Feb. 26 
1,650 freestyle — 4. McDonnell, 
17:06 (school record) 
200 backstroke —12. Luviano, 2:07.51 
100 freestyle — 9. David, 52.48 
200 breaststroke — 12. Bultema, 
2:24.87 
200 butterfly — 8. McDonnell, 2:08.38 
400 freestyle relay — 6. David, 
Andrews, Webber, Bryant, 3:31.71 
— JMU finished sixth in a field of 11 
WRESTLING 
Feb. 25 
Blacksburg 
JMU 21, Virginia Tech 18 
118 —Pete Smith (JMU) def. Kevin 
Mastopaolo, 6-3 
126 — Doug Detrick (JMU) def. 
Donald Booth, 9-0 
134 _ Pat Coyle (JMU) def. Tom 
Clater, 12-4 
142 — Dan Austin (VT) def. Trent 
Boyd, 8-3 
150 — Jude Arena (JMU) pinned Matt 
Burlingamein 1:52 
158 — Dante Winslow (VT) def. Brian 
Gray, 5-3 
167 — Marc Brade (VT) def. Chris 
Vidak, 3-2 
177 — Josh Henson (JMU) def. Aaron 
Kilinski, 15-6 
190 — Bobby Herman (VT) def. Cris 
Lull, 4-0 
HWT — Josh Feldman (VT) pinned 
Bob Hamilton in 2:16 
JMU 12-4,4-2 in CAA 
MON.- SAT. LUMCH SPECIAL 
$2.95  In House Only 
Sub, Pickle, & Lg. Drink 
BAR&G 
 uiitti 
EGYPf       Mft GBEtH 
MONDAY 
TUESD^V 
T^URSD^ 
ttttnf} 
Thft 
T*»e foot 
ftofeeri* B»*»^ 
Delivery Hours: 
Sun.,Moil.        I l.i.m.-Ii.'.m. 
Tuc. -Sit.       IlJ.ni- z.i.m. 
43-DUKES 
(4JVH517) 
_.    „ MEUSSA CAMPBELL Strike a pose 
JMU's Meg Wood* performs on the floor excerclse in Saturday'* 
gymnastics meat. Tha Duka« aeorad a seasoivhigh 1S4.825 points in a 
victory over Radford, upping their record to 2-3. The men's team also 
defeated Radford to maintain a perfect record at 3-0. 
Don't Miss ■jf?* Our Exit! 
9 & 12 Month Leases Available* 
1,2 & 3 Bedrooms 
Townhouses or Gardens 
Pool & Tennis Court 
Wall-to-Wall Carpet 
Ceiling Fans 
Mini Blinds 
Small Pets Welcome* 
• On Site 
• Full Size Washer & Dryer 
• Remodeled Kitchen 
• City Bus Service to JMU 
• Furnished Apartments 
• New Lower Rates 
• Student Individual Leases 
• 24-Hour Maintenance 
Management 
Mon. - FrL 10 - 6 
Weekend - Appointments 
Velcomo 
' So"? ■■:',:■ :':;n.: ?.;>u'y ■ — 
Ciufcnousc Devon La.ne • Hawsontnjrg, V/> 2280' 
Directions: Across Uie hignway from JMU Campus  1-81 Ex* 24^ East on Pol 
Reouoiic Road lo lop of niii right on Devon Lane ro Rental OHice 
434-2220 
Humor 
CALVIN & HOBBES/Bill Watterson 
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THE FAR S\DE/Gary Larson 
WRE ON,  F0ZIBRA1K. 
GET CUT *X)R WALLET.' 
o 
SHOULD I STXM INSIDE 
OR GO OJTSIDE? 
IT'S MNFUUd COLO OUT, BUT 
I SUPPOSE I COULD BUNDLE 
UP.   \T LOCKS WINDS THOKM 
BUT STILL,   10  LIKE TO SO 
SLEWING.    THEM AGMU. 
MMBE I'D RATHER STM IN. 
ON THE OTHER HAND... 
GO oar m ODSE 
THE POOR/ 
nr 
TUE MORE INDECISWE \ 
I AM, THE FASTER, 
THINGS GET DECIDED. / 
7 V. •   ' 
Hours later, when they finally came to, Hal and 
Ruby groggily returned to their yard work — 
unknowingly wearing the radio collars 
and ear tags of alien biologists. 
*v 
OUTER BOUNDS/C7. Grebb 
The dentist |uet buzzed me, Mrs. LeweMyn — he's 
reedy to see Bobby now." 
90T AFTER tT BOMBED, 
T REALIZED. ... 
KHOHCIWI  AUt>   HOSSBIP, 
IT HAD AUtfiAPY   BEEM 
DOlOE / 
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UNIVERSITY JUDICIAL COUNCIL 
Student Members 
Students interested in applying for the 
University Judicial Council may obtain an 
application in Alumnae Hall, room 106. 
Application deadline 
is 5:00p.m., Friday, 
March 18,1994. 
IS 
-ssr 
JustafoctkmrfWti^ 
could help bring many happy endings. 
ItSsoeasytohelpyour f      five hours of voluntortmc 
,      •     
J f giving in America. 
a
^omofpeoplehaveri^1'ia_10     Get involved wit|vthe 
helped make .^percent   C^MVC. cau^V^ care about 
of their incomes and    ^S^*/™*™™*''    and give live. 
VIRGINIA GOVERNOR'S FELLOWS PROGRAM 
Summer 1994 
Purpose 
The Governor's Fellows Program offers a select group of talented 
and highly motivated young people valuable first-hand experience 
in the process of state government. The summer of 1994 will mark 
the thirteenth year of this program, created in 1982. 
Eligibility 
Applicants must be graduating seniors or enrolled as degree 
candidates in a graduate or professional school. Applicants must 
either be enrolled in a Virginia college or university (public or 
private) or, if enrolled in an out-of-state institution, be a Virginia 
resident. Selection of Fellows will be based on merit, without 
regard to race, sex, national origin, religion, age, disability, or 
political affiliation. 
Duration of Fellowship 
Fellows must commit to work full-time in the Governor's Office 
for at least two months; the normal period will be May 31 through 
July 29, 1994. 
Deadline 
Applications must reach Richmond by March 15, 1994. 
Interested students may pick up applications in the Office of the 
Vice President for Student Affairs, Alumnae Hall,  Room 107. 
ijfc     1  VC        ValleY  Mal1   •   Harrisonburg   •   434-4824 
}$g> °* GROUP DISCOUNTS • LOW MINIMUMS 
$°^ NO SET-UP CHARGES • NO ART CHARGES 
We've been screenprinting for over 10 years 
Create Your Own 
far RESALE, CLUBS, TEAMS, 
FUNDRAISERS, PARTIES, eta 
<THt<HflRl£lT. 
IS THE PLACE 
NOW AVAILABU 
Sewn Greek Letters 
in Twill Material 
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Classifieds 
FOR RENT 
Fullylurnisl 
1-41 
l y leh*d. Dorothy ot Jim. 432- 
6641. COIWIIWMMI (Wily. 4344977. 
unlverelty Piece -IHIH unite. 
Furrtorwd or untomerwd. Wseer A sewer 
tndudod. Dorothy or Jim. 492-6641; 
C4Xnmoow<*«ti Rowty. 43*-2977. 
1 til apt. - Available August 1 on 
DuWimf Court. Quiet, nice. 4block.. No 
smoking/parties, on* year lease. 434- 
2100 
Tha Commons 
Apartments 
Renting 4 BR/2 bath apis. 
Looking tor slnglas A groups 
to rani for ,94-,95. 
Call The Commons at 
432-0600. 
J-MApartfiMnte- 
434-1647 or 
1 BRApt. $250 per month 
2BRApt $350 p»r month 
or fl 78 par parson 
3 BR Apt $480 par month 
or $180 par parson 
4 BRApt. $800 par month 
AB apis, naar Cant rsH Bridge. 
Ona ot ths oloaaat oomptsKaa 
toJUU. 
Ownerlt4ansgsrs. 
The good apartmants go first 
so coma by and ass us! 
Unlvorslty Place - 4 BR*. 2 bath*. 
Completely furnished. W/D. MW. 
Individual MOM, $186. Wat*. • im 
inckidad. Availabl* August No pot*. 
433-6622 
ri*M block IfomJMU-i*e4-es. 4 Bfts, 
2 bath*. W/D. tor four friends, 
RlOreeth. 432-0244 
2   BR   suits   -   Huatar'a   Rld|* 
townhou**. Availabl* August. Living 
ar*a, bath. kitoh*n*tt*. Shar* full 
kitchen, W/D. Call Michste. 433-7361. 
Houao an Htah St - Far 7 people. 
Upatair* ha* 3 BR*. Mohan 4 bath. 
Downstair* has 4 BR*. living roam, 
kitchan > bath. Off ilr**t parking, 
oonvaniont to downtown. 6180/paraon, 
pki* equal share of utetttoe. Dapoalt 6 
a. 433-1873 
Auguet 1 - 3 BR duple, on Port 
Republic Road. W/D. MW. DW. quart. 
mc*, energy efficient. $4StM»B*e. 434- 
2100 
Mas* tomato laammala - Jan. to May 
1995,   U.   Plao*.  432-3970.   leave 
Houa* tor rent - Walk to JMU. 4 BR. 2 
bath. Yard, on* year ton*. Availabto 
May IS (301)490-2986aftor 6 pm. 
Houee for rant - Ctoaa to campus. 6 or 
6 BR houM. 2 tut baths, semi-furrushed 
Shara large kitchan. taiga backporch, 
oil-street perking. Larg* backyard. 
voleybeit. «c. Muefhave group ot 5 Of 6. 
Available (all •*m**t*r 1994 Call 
Margarst Haynas. 434-0670 or Dr. John 
Wood. «6306. 
Boem In houa* *n CM South Htah 
Avaiafato now. 432-3979. 
-.ilverelty Plac* - 4 BR. D/W. watat. 
fumltura fumlshad. 9170/BR. Spacial 
price for group*. Individual toaas*. 432- 
3979. leaver—-—-' 
Unl  
Nsgs Haad, NC - Qst your group 
togathsr aarly. Two rslativ*ly naw 
houses; fuey lurniehed; W/O. DW, centra1 
ArC; avaiabl* May 1 - Auguat 31; «to*p. 
7 - $1,500/mo.; stosps 9 - $2,000/mo. 
(804)660-1632. 
Subteaee a rssm - Ths Common*, 
surnmsr. Hsduosd rat*. Call Trine, 433- 
9269. 
For ram- 
4 BR, 2 bath condo. 
UnlVaJTaMty PwOtt. 
W/D, range, DW, MW, 
rwityorfltor niniwnaM. 
Availabla August 1,1864. 
CaN Shaltoy, 433-7047 or 
collact (703)884-2277 attar 6 pm. 
. 3 units. Each 
unit has 4 BR*. 2 baths, furnitura, 
appliance* including MW. Individual 
Inn, 6196/person. Group* (our or 12 
psopts. Includa* water • »aw*r. Pktnty 
parking. 433-6622  
Houa* - 661 Norwood St. 6 units. 
Each unl has 4 BRs. 2 bath*, furniurs. 
appliance* including MW. Individual 
•as*. »19S/person. Availabto June 1 or 
Auguat 1. Watat 6 Sewer included. 
Group* tour or 20 people. 433-8822 
August 1 - College Ststlen, 4 BR 
lownhouss. fully furnishsd. 434-3397 or 
X3206. 
Unlvsralty Plac* - 3 BRs, 2 baths. 
Completely lurmshed. W/D. MW. 
Individual l*aaa. J20S/J225. Prhrats 
bath, water 6 aewar included. Deposit 
433-6622 
Roommat* to ehare 3 BR houa* - 
Panting, yard. Aftor 5 pm. 8784)947. 
3 Rate far rant en Old Ssuth High - 
Very chsspl Any summer months. Call 
564-1214. 
Forest Hills townhou*** - 4 or i RMs 
availabto June 1. $850-11050/mo. Ales 
availabla, 5 BR houaa on S. High. 
6650/mo. 433-0796 
Studyti 
fOOfTl 
Bu» 
ring sbf»sdt Have an otl-osmpus 
waiting whsn you come bask. Cat ■ 
at »4 764 lor more into. 
2 BR at atodtoen Manor - Subtsmrta) 
nssdad tor fall semester 1994. Includes 
B firsplaosl Contact Tins. 433-5656. 
Fematoa - Townhouse. 1 Mocks. 
Fumishad, WTO, MW. 3 BRs »l50/mo. 
434-1040 
NMO   ITlMaf   rOOfllBflallB)  TOf  ■*rt>Hl  Vttf — 
In Madison Manor. Si 83/mo. 9 or 12 mo. 
lease* Cat Vemen at 433-6642 or Mark. 
564-0696. 
3 or 6 BR fully furnkthed chalet - On 
slope ol Massanutten Resort. 
Tremendous view ot slope* 4 only 20 
min. drivs to campus. $140-6150/mo. 
Call Rk* or Paul 299-5634. 
FOR SALE 
Pawls 8 In water* - Con do, Hunters 
-Joe. 2 BRs. 2 baths, furnished. W/D. 
VT MW. AC. $60,000. (703)620-4763 
flido.
OW » 
Ski sals - Near $ u**d equipment. 
Yard taw pre. Call Stan ■ 666-2987 
Student h*u*ing far sslsl Encellent 
inveetmenL Coma *** th* sdvantsoss of 
ownership vs. renting * how you can fere 
rent free at Hunter's Ridge, saving 
thousands of dolars. University Realty. 
Ken Honeycutt, Broker; 715 Port 
RepuDic Rd., 2nd floor. 4344424 
Student condea - Furnished. University 
Place, South Ave. 3 BRs. availabla 
8/1/94 Also 4 BR toanhousss, $67,500 
Krme Realty. 434-9922 
HELP WANTED 
Watt Trap Tktojt Service. - In Vienna. 
Vs. is now interviewing for full-time boa 
office summer employment. Customer 
service or satoa eapenenos hekVul. Cat 
(703)255-1868. 
Wolf Trap Foundation Orlvara - 
Summer positions availabl* at WoK Trap. 
Muet be 16 years or order A have s good 
driving record. Familiarity with D.C/No. 
VaJVO helpful Variety of reaporabilbsa. 
Cal (703)255-1902 for info/interview. 
Welt Trap Foundstion Hospitality - 
Surnmsr position* availabl* at Wo* Trap. 
Duties include grocery shopping, 
arranging food 6 b*v*ragss for 
pertormers meals 6 dressing rooms. No 
cooking involved. Must be 21 yaar* or 
older. Cell (703)255-1902 for 
info/interview. 
De you hsvs high Mat scores? Winy. 
i *oores on 
, or MCAT. A 
great communication skill*. $12 hr. 
starting. Fas rssume or totter to 
(202)687-7109. Altn: Tonya Harding, or 
cal (600)776-7737. 
it rev si out test prep company 
teachers. Looking for high
SAT. ORE, QMAT. LSATT
Mather's helper - P-t temp, position 
beginning in March. Childcar* 4 light 
housekeeping. $3.25/hr. Cal lor details. 
626-0219. 
Summer Jobs - CounaolorsT" 
Staff. Boys surnmsr camp/maaa. 
top salary, RM/BDrlaundry, 
travel allowance. Must have skill 
In one ot the following activities: 
Archery, Baseball, Basketball, 
Drama, Drums, Fencing, 
Football, Golf, Guitar, Hockey, 
Karate, Lacrosse, Nature, 
Nurses, Photography, Piano, 
Pool, Rocketry, RuHei ulausng, 
Ropaa, Sailing, Scuba, 
pUjcistsiV- Soccer TannIs 
Track, WsteraWIng, Windsurfing, 
Weights, Wood. Call or writs: 
Camp Wlnadu, 22S5 Glades Rd., 
Suite 406E, Boca Raton, FL 
33431, (407)984-8500. Recruiter 
wW be on campus: March 28 
from 11 am to 3 pm In Piedmont 
Room. No spot, necessary. 
Summer jobs - Richmond nree. 
Atlantic twimming pool **rvioe now 
hiring facility direstor*. manager*, 
assistant managers 6 atoguards lor dub 
pools in Richmond. Chesterfield. Henrico 
6 Chester. For more info, call Lori at 
(804)323-3001. 
Peel, sane 8 apa company - In Fall* 
Church, VA is now hiring for th* 1994 
summer season for fun time temporary 
employees. Ofitce dulse mcluoe typing, 
tang, answarmg phones A taking phone 
orders. Contest Pam for more info at 
(703)634-1400. 
SERVICES 
Typlat - Accurate, ressonsble, 
computer/typewriter, rush jobs. 434- 
4947. Or pager. 568-0774. 
Financial aid for college - $8.6 billion 
of financial aid from the private sector 
has gone unclaimed each year. Our 
computerized search service can help 
you find awards that you may qualify for. 
AA Cruise 4 Trsvsl Employment 
Guide - Earn big $ • travel the world 
Ireel (Caribbean. Europe. Hawaii. Asia!) 
Hurryl Busy spring/summer sessons 
approaching. Free travel club 
membershcl Call (919)929-4398. »2102 
(flreeze note: There are costs involved 
with your response to this ad.) 
Skydlve Virginia - Esperisnce your 
Ireefall fantasyl Special JMU discount. 
For brochure 4 details call (703)289- 
6285 or (703)942-8988. 
PERSONALS 
The Commons Apertmente - Looking 
tor singles 6 groups. CaN 432-0600 
Adoption - Loving childless couple, 
unable to have chsdren. longing to adopt 
Mant Cal Patty A Bob cosed. (703)904 
9782. 
Bright Castl* Entarprleea - The 
Valley'* only singles referral service. 
Making your search for that spacial 
someone as easy as saying 'HeaoF Cal 
now tor our limited free membership 
giveaway! (703)433-6260 i wswmnataanm 
* feel the ruah of the outdoors! 
This Monday, 2/28,8:30 - 10pm 
U rentel/$8 lei ticket 
Free beginner lessens. 
Limited spaces available! 
Te eign up/aek quest! 
GET- THE INSIDE TRACK! 
Being a Career Assist ant at the 
JMU Office of Career Services 
helps students gain valuable 
Skills A work experience. 
CaN 16555 
tor an application, 
due March 4th. 
IIKA-Wshada 
Thanks. ZTA. 
time Saturday! 
its, 
pin*n contact: Kotoy er Carrie 
St 14310. ASAP1 
Intramural Football 
(Men & Women) 
Limited Tournament 
Entries close 3/15. 
Sign up In bitramurals 
Office, Warren 300. 
Attention women of JMU - Area Mas 
America Preliminary Pageant seeking 
contestants. Winner to receive 
scholarship lunde A right to compete in 
1994 Miss Virginia Pageant. For more 
into, cal 2894623. 
Adoption - Couple wants to adopt baby. 
Wel-educated, nice home, loving family, 
pets, secure financially. Open adaption 
line if you prefer. Linda 4 Thad. 
(804)4e2-0»1.oe4*ct 
Profeeelonel couple wishes to adopt - 
Have stable environment A abundance 
of love. Completed Home Study. Call 
Scott or Teresa at (703)943-2729. 
Te our EAE buddies - A belaud 
thanka for paving ths way at UVA 
Midwinter's. Love, your 4 favorite £Ks. 
NOTICE 
For more Information and 
assistance regarding ths 
Investigation ot financing 
business opportunities 8 work 
at home opportunities, contact 
the Better Bualnass Bureau 
me., at (703) 342-3455. 
 -A&OPtlON-  
Help us mska a dream coma 
true. Loving childless couple 
seeking to adopt infant. 
Promises to always love & 
nurture. Let's help each other. 
CaN Lisa A Bob collect, 
(703)404-2087. 
SKYDIVE! 
Come experience an 
Incredible adventure 
at Skydlve Orange. 
Call for Info sheet 
with prices. 
With this ad 
ONLY $100 
Tandem or Static Line 
through March! 
AKL - We had a beset getting hitched 
with youl ZTA 
Attention - There kt s Rugby Interest 
meeting on Feb. 28 in Taylor 400 at 7pm. 
No experience necessary to piayl 
De you run out *f money before you 
run out of month? Turn the tables with 
extra income from Interesting part-time 
work. We show you how. Phono for 
appointment. 564-1821. 
Positions avslleoto for Fell 1994 - On 
Commuter Studsnt Council. Psld 
positions include President. Vies 
President.      Programs,     Transfer. 
Tranaportaton. Promotions 6 Secretary. 
Apply in Taylor Halt Commuter Lounge. 
Deadfcne March 25th. 
SPRING BREAK 
Spring Break '94 - Cancun. Bahamas, 
Jamaica. Florida 4 Padrel 110% lowest 
price guaranteel Organize IS frienda 4 
your trip is Ireel Take A Break Student 
Travel (800)328-7263. 
Attention Spring Breaker*! Don't mi 
out I Panama Cry. $119; Daylona. $129; 
Key West. $279; Bahamas. $389; 
JamaicaACancun. $489; S. Padre, $239. 
Quality accommodations. (800)234- 
7007. 
Robert Keeling -1 leve you bsbyl 
Happy Anniversary I Tina 
Are you Intsmeted In becoming s vet 
or just love animal*? Com* to th* Prs- 
Vet Club meeting on Thursday. March 3 
al 8pm, Burruss 243. Ai are welcomsl 
Football Officials 
Training Clinic 
Get sxcsilsnt training while you 
asm money. Employment 
registration 3/1 8 3/18 
In Godwin 213. 
Call 568-3840 for more Info. 
Congratulations 
to the naw 
Rho Chls 
for Rush 1994: 
Karon, Kim, Erin, atarcy, 
Grleella, Amy, Courtney, 
Katie, Jennifer, Amy, Rachel, 
Tracy, Anns, Krlstsn, Kim, 
Lisa, Erin, Hilary, Erica, 
Mindy, Pam, Joy, Lauren, 
Amy, Tracey, Heather, 
Csrolynn, Malisss, Regan, 
Erin. Katharine, Michelle, 
Kyra, Melissa 8 Carol. 
WANTED 
Need 2 nest, responsible people lor 
large 4 BR housel $190/mo. rent. 
Individual lease, singles or pair welcome. 
Cat Cathy. 434-5126. 
Rugby Team - Psrtylng with yeu 
wasn't th* -Dsts-I Thanks, A* 
A£A - Thsnks for s greet Jean Jam I 
Fsmale travel companion srsnted - 
This summer to tour Europe. For more 
info, contact Diana. 14207. 
Recycle this 
Breeze, please. 
Thank you. 
. 
If you have a 
weird or unusual 
pet, 
Call Jessica and 
Cyndy at x6729 
Have you ever hiked the 
Appalachian Trail for an 
extended period of time? 
If so, call Jessica and Cyndy at 
x6729 
x\ 
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LARGE ONE TOPPING! 
Till Spring Break! 
No Coupon Necessary! 
433-2300 
JMU Campus / S. Main St 
FREE GARLIC BUTTER! 
$5-88 LARGE 
ONE 15" LARGE 
ONE TOPPING PIZZA 
•ORIGINAL or CRISPY-THIN ■DEEP-DISH        EXTRA 
433-3111 
Port Rd / Market St 
SUB MEAL 
Order Your Favorite 12" Super Sub, 
Chips & a Coke For Just $5."I 
MEDIUM DOUBLES CHEEIZTICKS 0   PIZZA PANIC 
TWO MEDIUM 
ONE TOPPING PIZZAS 
-isim\ 
Original or CRISPY >risliM 
tpfeis h $1 Extra Per Pizza -THIN Pi i 
16 CHEEZITICKS 
w/sauce! 
99 
JUMBO Checzzticks - $4.tt 
MEDIUM TOO TOPPING 
PIZZA &ft^wisTyoread! 
linal or CRISPY-THIN 
